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House Approves $37 Million
Change In Governor's Budget
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FRANKFORT, Ky, (IWO —A
Sunday-closing bill introduced by
Reps. William P. Curtin, D-Frankfort, and Wilson W. Wyatt Jr,
D-LouLsville, failed to be reported out of the House Labor
and Industry Committee for the
second time Friday, but survived an attempt to kill it in committee.
Committee chairman George
These frozen pizzas are pretty R. Siemens, D-LouLsville, said
good. Cooked one the other that three other Sunday-closing
might Just takes 12 minutes al bills reported out last week still
4110 degree&
are in the Rules Committee.
"If they don't recommit or post
We bought us one of those lit- them by Monday, I'm going to
dm fella gadgets that you cut Wak& a motion from the floor
441SaftWith. They w
that they. be pasted," Siemens.,
one of the bills,
itiov- who sponsored
.
Ai neon Thursday the sinive
committee.
the
told
Wed the trees and about thhts
Lack of a quorum on the 17minutes later all of the -mow
was on the ground. A rise of member committee delayed toabout two degrees did it. The day's meeting for more than one
,waow was wet anyway and the half hour.
The Weratt-Curlin bill providtemperature stood at 33. It rose
to 35 and all the snow just es -that law-making bodies of
cities or counties may enact
abashed off.
ordinances permitting and regWe notice the Grand Jury re- ulating Sunday sales.
Wyatt told the committee that
ported the County Dog Pound
as being unsatisfactory. We be- the City of Louisville already
lieve if the county is going to has passed a regulatory ordimaintain a dog pound it sho- nance, which he said would be
uld be a good one. If it is not Invalid without action by the leg.
a good one, then it should be islature.
done away with. Any hunter
Siemens told the sponsors he
will take care of his dogs. By felt the local action provision
(Continued on Page Eight)

Several persons have been chegged, entered pleas of guilty,
sad been fined in the City Court
Of Judge Don Overbey during the
pest two weeks. Records show
The following occurred:
Ira Ward, disorderly conduct,
fired $55.00 costs $5.00.
Kenny 0. Outland, disorderly
conduct, fined $15.00 costs$5,00.
Donald A. Abrip, disorderly
conduct, fined $25.00 costs$5.00.
Nick Ahart, public drunkenness, fined $15.00 costs $5.00,
Joseph L. Maxey, reckless driving, fined $20.00 costs $5.00.
John Thomas Owen, driving
while intoxicated, amended to

reckless (tieing', fined $100.00
costs $5.00.
Joe Wilson, public drunkenness, fined $15.00 costs. $5.00.
Charles C. Hodges, no overlength permit, fined $20.00 costs
$5.00.
Donald L. Baker, No KY KYU
No., fined $20.00 costs $5.00.
Eldon C. Condra, No. Ky. motor fuel tax permit, fined $20.00
costs $5.00.
Gary Ray Coates disorderly
conduct, Lined $25.00costs$5.00.
Lamle Tucker, public drunkenness, fined $10.0 costs $5.00.
Dennis Ray Richerson, speeding, fined $15.00 costs $5.00.
(Continued on Page Eight)

IY by Sen. Francis M. Burke,Sr GLEN CARPENTER
-Pikeville, and several other
— The lawmakers from coal mining
FRANILIOrici, Ky.
state Senate adopted "black (Continued on Page Eight)
!wig" legislation Friday term
ad by one of its sponsors as
the most progressive action tante in the field of occupational respiratory diseases in Kentucky in more than half a cent-

KENTUCKY: Mostly cloudy
through Sunday. Widespread
fog and widely scattered periods of rain or drizzle today and
tonight and mainly showers
Sunday. Slightly warmer today
and tonight and turning cooler Sunday. Highs today in the
upper 40s to the upper 50s.
Lows tonight 36 to 48.

Plans for homecoming at Calloway County High School on Frida,y February 13, were made at
the meeting of the Student Council of the school held on Wednesday.
The homecoming will be at the
SCRIPT-SCANNING--Five members of the "Campus Lights" cast thumb through a script In
basketball game between Calla
FELLOWSHIP MEET
preparation for the 33rd annual musical show on the campus of Murray State University.
way and Benton. This year the
Shown (left to right) are: Charles Tichenor, Calhoun sophomore; Treva Everly, Rockport
class of 1965-66 will be honored.
The Junior High and Senior A committee headed by Sharon
Junior; James Vanleer, Madisonville sophomore; Dick Stevens, Rantoul, 10., senior; and
High Youth Fellowship of the Underwood was appointed to plan
Kathy Berry, Murray junior. Miss Everley has the female lead and the male lead Is shared
First United Methodist Church this event.
by TIcherior and Stevens. Mrs. Berry and Vanleer have strong supporting roles. Scheduled
will meet at six p. m at the
The group made plans for the
Feb. 12-14 In the University Auditorium, the show is written, performed and directed by stuchurch for supper and pro- appearance of The Caldwells, a
sr-Wilson- Woolley gram
singing group, on Monday, February 23, at '7:30 p.m. This show
to be held in the gym will be of
Interest to people of all. ages.
The Student Council of Calloway High in cooperation withthe
councils of Murray High School
and South Marshall High School
In the production has made it will be selling advance tickets.
By Dwain McIntosh
Mrs. Louis Todd and her sevRevision of the student handeasier for him.
en children lost their home with
."My limited experience as book was discussed. Suggestions
all the contents and their clothes
Tackling the task of directing even a number of the audience were made to Principal Howard
by fire Thursday night. The house
the annual "Campus Lights" mu- at Broadway and off-Broadway Crittenden and will be discussed
New
near
Concord.
was..lirated
sical production at Murray State shows puts me at some disadvan- further before action will be
Reports are that the children
University means a multitude tage," be explains. "Besides, taken.
ranging in ages from six to sixof headaches — but Doug Horn I've never directed anything beteen were home alone at the
has found the challenge to be fore-and I had my first speaktime of the fire. Their mother
"an exciting experience."
ing part in a show just last
Roberson
the
at
work
was at
di
year."
Hi Burger Inn.
de- So Horn, who was assistant
Responsibility for the
Ronald King of 421 South
Mrs. Todd and the children,
10th Street is listed in satis- cisions dealing with the show— director of "Campus Lights"
Virginia 16, Barbara 14, Betty
factory condition this morning apheduled this year Feb. 12-14 In 1969, has learned to draw
12, Ricky 11, Teresa 10, Gayle
ales the director's job a deby officials at the Murray-C.
arMrs. Mamie Henry of NIurra)
7, and Timmy 6 are now stay- loway County Hospital where anding one. But Horn a junior on the experience of people
new
are
whom
of
many
him,
ound
Five pased away Friday
Route
Otie
ing with her mother, Mrs.
he was admitteti.jp FrOag.
11211)0E fronatisabethtown, to-- the show this year. We feels at 6:30 pm. at the Murray-CalMcDougal, 107 North 6th Street, ternoon about three. o'clock.
feels the new blood" involved this "pooling of knowledge" will loway County Hospital.
Murray.
make the 33rd Manual production She was,82 years of age and
Donations Of clothes, linens, King was reported injured
of the traditional show the best her death .followed an illness
household items etc., are being in a one car accident on High
of two weeks. She was the wife
yet.
taken for The family at Kline'..s way 94 about one mile west of
of Charlie Henry who died Ocdirand
Written,
performed
Store at New Concord.
Lynn Grove. The extent of inMurray St- tober 6, 1968. Mrs. Henry was
at
students
by
ected
juries was not available by hosate, the show will play at 8:15 a member of the Pleasant Valpital authorities this morning.
p.m. on each date in the univer- ley Church of Christ.
Survivors are three daug.itThe office of Sheriff Clyde
on Pape Eight)
(Continued
Steele was celled to investilate
the accident.
A ceramics class on the Murray State University campus will
be the first of three adult art
TEEN CENTER
Fire destroyed the interior of
programs for the spring semesThe Youth Teen Center of ter supported by a federal grant
the brick siding house at 313
Vine Street yesterday after. the First United Methodist of $18,761 to the Murray State
Church will be open tonight art department.
noon.
The Murray Fire Department (Saturday) from 7:30 to 10:30
To begin at 6:30 p.m, Monday,
answered the call at 3:45 p.m. p. m. for youth 13-19 year old. Feb.,. 9, in Meeting Room 3 of
to the house in which no one Chaperones will be Mr. and the Watertteld Student Union Buwas residing, according to de- Mrs. Ron Beshear.
dding on the campus, the nonpartment records.
credit class will meet weekly
boostthe
and
Lirs were laid
through the month of May..
er was Used to help control the
Fred Shepard, assistant proNOW YOU KNOW
flames on the one story house
fessor of art at Murray State,
reported to be owned by a Mi4I By United Press International ' will conduct the class. He said
Washburn: the fire department
work will begin at the first class
records said.
The Puckle gun, the world's meeting and that participants shthe
to.
sent
were
trucks
Two
•
first practical machine gun, was ouldraear old clothes or bring
scene along with seventeen reg- patented in England in 1718. aprces. A -sponge, knife and old
ular firemen and three volun- It had a flintlock firing mech towel
are also necessary equipteers. The firemen were at the anion and fired square entlets.
(Continued on Page Eight)
scene of the fire until 6:30 p.m.

Home And Contents Of Todd
Family Are Destroyed By Fife

snai

Ceramics Class
To Be Offered
At Murray State

i%e measure, originally introduced in the House of Representatives, was amended on
the floor of the Senate to strengthen it and now goes back
to the House where concurrence is expected. It will then go
to the governor.
The legislation, backed strong-

F

View Seeelik
The Murray City Flre Department poo imIled to this fire at 3:45 yesterday.afterneen. The ta-Oae, leeeke 1M WO
interim If the frame house.
reportedly unoccupied and the cyzer.etljurblple,rte. UnkneW01. The fire iminniefelviedied Me

Prita by -rtrec-t0s;r1Rt

(Centhmed as Page Eight)

No Injuries
Reported In
Four Wrecks
Four traffic accidents were
investigated by the Murray Police Department in the city of
Murray on Friday. No injuries
were reported.
The first occurred at 2:20
p.m. on South leth Street at
the intersection of Johnson

&mimed.
Cars involved wore a INS
Chevrolet Impala driven by
William Franklin Stewart, Jr.,
of 1619B Olive Street, Murray,
Oldsmobile F-85
and a
owned by Laverne Ryan and
driven by Charles Michael Ryan
of Murray Route Four.
Police said Stewart, going
south on South 16th Street, was
waiting for trafic to clear to
make a left turn into Johnson

1906

Civitans To Hold
Preachers Night
The Murray Civitan Club will
hold Its Annual Preachers Night
February 19, at 7:00 p.m. Members of the club are encouraged
by the president to invite a pfeacher as their guest. The Chaplin
of the local Civitan Club is Hollis
Miller of the Upiversity Church
of Christ.
At the February 5th bi-monthly
meeting of Murray Civitan, two
lent actions were taken:
bel ew
a?o
cal citizen in need of a wheel
chair was presented one by the
cluh, and approximately three
hundred pounds of Claxton Fruit
Cake was donated to Glendale
Childrens Home and Paradise
Friendly Home.
The annual Aunt Jemina Day
of Civitan International was announced for Saturday, March 28,
19'70.

The Education Department of
the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce is sponsoring the Star
Program for the thlfd ye a r.
This program is--for recogmsjae du catioi
tion
throughotit the commonwealth.
-Students are selected on Use
basis of the highest scores at.
-tamed on the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT). County winners will be selected by the
same method. There will also
be regional and state recomilration.
Galloway County High School
has announced its 1970 Star
Student as Elizabeth A. (Betsy)
Riley. She is the daughter of
Mr..and Mrs. Vernon Riley of
104 Parks Drive, Murray. Betsy
is a National Merit Semi-finalist
and plans to attend Muray_State
University. She plans to get a
degree in Secondary Education Army Major William K. Hudson (right), son etMr. and _Mrs.
.svit4 emphasis en English and Virgil Hudson, Rem, 0, Frankfort, Ky., receives the Evens.
Star Medal during ceremonies near Nha Trang, Viet Nam.
On being named a. Star, Sty-. Congratulating him is Lieutenant Colonel Johnie Forte Jr.,
dent, Betsy itas asked to name Commanding Officer Of Rh. 41st Civil Affairs Company. Moen
a- Sta? Teacher, one, who had Hudsonerechived the awAiil.for outstanding meritorious service
atic_h 4o. her *hot- in (*resection with military operations agelaH
hostile force
:
!
as
ityibu_44.
-hi Vietnam. His wifc,'Barbara, lives at ITU Keenland De., teur.
eTtareerstif-wer-ernenterf :rewire INF7---eli S.!-Arrreptnitn;

or- quality

Letter To Editor
Dear Editor:
Animals Need Your Help!
My dog was recently picked up
and taken te the dog pound.
When we went to pick her up
stau should have seen bow those
allimals are treated. They don't
lave a -decent place to sleep or
food food or clean water.
: When a dog is picked up the
r should be notified if the
has no owner someone shefind the dog a good home.
se animals should have betcare than this. I think the
en-s of Murray should do
thing about ttus now so
en suffering can be preWould you want your
being treated this way'
you will join me and oVierl
an do something- about this
,753-4060 after 530 if in

Mrs. Mamie Henry
Succumbs Friday
At Local Hospital

By CHARLES PENT1COST
FRANKFORT, K. MI —
House Republicans joined with
Democrats Friday afternoon td•
approve the Democratic - sponsored substitute for Gov. Louie
B. Nunn's $3.1 billion biennial
budget by a 93-1 vote.
Only Rep. Bruce Blythe, RLouisville, voted against the
Democratic measure, which reallocates $31 million of the governor's executive budget
A tip on the way the vote
would go was given by House
Minority Leader W. Harold D.
Marcus ReStanford, when he
explained he 'would vote "aye"
on the roll call for the bill.
"The steameoiler is going to
roll," DeMarcus said. "I COB
not see my way clear to vote
against state government for
the next biennium. I am not
voting for the few members
of the majority party who are
attempting to launch poLitical
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What's Right With U.S.
We hear plenty today about what's wrong
with America. Too much dirty lietrature, shows
and movies; too much violence; too- much
drunkeness; too much crime; too much
everything.
But there is an eye-catching advertisement
by a Cleveland, Ohio firm, Warner & Swasey in
U.S. News and World Report this week. It is
captioned "What's Right With America", and we find that despite our shortcomings, there's still
plenty of things "right" in America. The ad
reads as follows:
Yes, there are dirty plays, but not one has
even approached the performance record of
homey "Oklahoma" or "Fiddler on the Roof."
Foreigners are scornful of our ghettos. Yet ---tens of millions are being spent by businesses to
rebuild slums with modern homes, and the
median tegro family income has risen to $5360 a
year and the number earning $7000 has doubled
in ten years.
45 per cent of Americans attend church and
70 per cent consider religion very important.
More Americans finish high school than is
true of any other nation, and we're getting ready
to improve that even more by special programs
(developed in America) for pre-school children.
And the number of American adults who
continue their schooling even into old age is the
wonder of the world.
Book buying has doubled in 10 years—good
ks—. D-66- million Americans donate time and 14
bloWd011ars every year to charity.
And you can add paragraphs of what else is
good from your own experience.
All of which makes a pretty good national
anthem,doesn't it—a lot healthier than the sorry
Dims which too many love to sing.

Witch Hunt
It's getting so the appointment of a Justice to
the Supreme Coma is gertirtg to be une of the
most difficult and frustrating chores for any
Piesioent. be he Democrat or Republican.
There are so many "anti-this" and "antithat' factions and groups in the country that a
prospective appointee is going to have to be
simon-pure to the point of complete perfection
before he has a chance .of getting Senate
approval. Else he has got to live north of the
Mason-Dixon line.
Judge Clement Haynesworth of South
Carolina had a good record as a federal judge
and an impeccable reputation. He did,. that is,
until the Senate judiciary committee got through
with him.
And now we have another outstanding jurist,
Judge G. Harold Carswell, of Florida, who has
been appointed to the high court by President
Nixon. The character-assassins immediately
went to work on him, and though they have little
to work on except something vague about a
speech he made 24 years ago, they are already
saying he is a "hostile" judge and that he has
shown an "unfriendly attitude" toward Northern
lawyers in•his Florida court.
Investigation of a Supreme Court appointee
has gotten to be more of a witch hunt than a bona
fide probe to determine his background and
qualifications for the job.

Sy MEL MIMI
BROADWAY actors and producer- have been
aflame the last several years about "instant
critics," who turn up on TV an hour after the
final curtain and, in a minute or two, clap for
or rap the newest show. One of the targets
has been Edwin Newman:the NBC jack-of-all
trades—but it is refreshing to note that he is
unsettled not at all by show people charging
he has destroyed their sand castles.
Mr. Newman is an "instant renaissance man,"
one observer wrote of him, "who speaks with
the distinctive growl of a rusted muffler. He
makes no concessions to the charm boy school
of commentator, refreshingly does not laugh
at his own jokes and looks at life with the
bemused detachment of the copyreader exposed
to the frailties of human behavior and prose."
• • •
THE MOST significant phrase there is "renaissance man." The unhappy actors and producers probably aren't aware that the New
York-born Newman has more culture and background in ha little finger than they have in
3.11 their glorious sideburns—and it could be
there isn't a subject in the world, except perlaps curling, on which he can't speak with at
east passable authority.
Or, a shim 1967 Peabody Award put it: "Two
of the qualities that give Edwin Newman's
commentaries their special distinction are his
wit and depth of understanding, both conspicuous rarities to be cherished and honored."
What the average viewer and listeners appreciate about Ed Newman, I suspect, is his unflappability. He is calm, possibly a bit overdetached, and unlikely to go into Graham McA half-rnillioemiles of flying, in pursuit of n.wi
Namee-type hysteria over anything short of
stories, hasn't changed witty, objsctivit reporter
the Second Coming. It's understandable. Since
Ed Newman at all. He's NBC's man of all work.
he began work as an International News ServAward for reporting from abroad. In 1961. For
ago,
years
30
in
nearly
Washington
ice reporter
the last two presidential elections, he has been
he has been most everywhere and seen most
one of the network's four television floor reeverything.
• or •
porters at the national conventions, and he also
NEWMAN IS111 flteY-2(BC'e man of alt work. --has 'become the--"Innise-nran"- for falrs—that
he did a witty one-hour special on Canada's
Besides national and local news assignments,
Expo '67 and is scheduled to do likewise for
he labors as a critic-at-large for the network,
.
this--year.
is'Hugh Downs` backup man as anchoi- of -the -Expo '74)4n
• • •
"Today Show," hosts the weekly "Speaking
AS FOR CULTURE: he hosted a 1968 special,
Freely," is now and then moderator on "Meet
"The Art Game," he. was the program cointhe Press" and contributes to the NBC radio
mentator,f6r "An •AfternoqR. at Tanglewood"
show, "Emphasis"
in 1966 and 1967, and he was the reporter on
He was graduated from the U. of Wisconsin
"Justice for All?" in 1967. To this kind of
in 1940, did graduate work at Louisiana State.
show, he brings a genuine interest in the arts
then got into the journalism dodge, although
—and, possibly more important, the objectivity
interrupted quickly by World War II, from
of a good reporter who is not going to be overwhich he emerged as a Navy lieutenant. He
whelmed when a charlatan pastes celluloid
got into risclio-video in 1947 when he was added
stripe together ard announces the result for
to Eric Sevareld's CBS staff in Washington.
sale at $50,000.
Over the years he has covered big news
Newman continues to write, having contribstories in 25 countries, and estimates he has
uted to Harper's, TV Guide, Esquire si14 This
flown more than a half-million miles. Attached
Week, and he lives in Manhattan with his wife.
at various times to NBC's London, Rome and
Rigel. They have a daughter, Nithcy, 24.
Paris bureaus, he won the Overseas Press Club
Distributed by Eller Features Smiles

ALMANAC
By United Press International
Today is Saturday, Feb. 7,
the 38th day of 1970 with 327 to
follow.
The moon is in its last
quarter.
stars are
The
morning
Mercury and Jupiter.
The evening stars are Venus,
Mars and Saturn,
On this day in history:
In 1926 the average pay for
common labor throughout the
United States was 54 cents an
hour.
In 1948 Gen, Dwight D.
Eisenhower resigned as chief of
staff and was succeeded by
Gen. Omar Bradley.
In 1956 Autherine Lucy, first
Negro admitted to the University of Alabama, was ecpeUed
she accused school
after
officials of conspiring in riots
that accompanied her enrollment.
In 1967 fire in a restaurant
atop a 10-story building in
Montgomery, Ala., killed 26.
A thought for the day:
Charles Dickens said, "There
are books of which the backs
and covers are the best parts."

MIXED EMOTIONS Apparuntiy this U.S. 61st Infantry Division soldier has mixed emotions 'about the war in South
Vietnam. He wears a peace symbol, religious medals mat a
fearsome looking bandoleer of bullets at Con. Thien. just
- below the DMZ. He is attached to a mechanized unit.

MODERATE 'QUAKE
MANILA (UPI)— A moderately stroag earthquake shook
Manila and seven other cities in
the Central Philippines early
today but authorities said they
received no reports of damage
or injuries.

of some of the tens of
HEARTS IN HIS WORK —Postroaster.Fred. C. Brewer holds a carton
-Loveland. Cob.
thousands of Valentine mailings he receives every year about this time in
postmark. He's
Loveland
a
with
remailed
be
to
postmaster,
the
to
Valentines are addressed
got them from all 50 states and 25 foreign countries.

WASHINGTON
WINDOW
By ELIZABETH WHARTON

Art
WASHINGTON (HPO —
the Democrats want for the
1972 presidential campaign is a
candidate who is. liberal but not
radical, attractive, charismatic
and with a knack for eftaning
tough electinns.
Some party members think
they just might find such a
man in the Republican party.
New York Major John Vliet
Lindsay at this point appears to
have all the qualifications
except the party label— and
speculation is growing that he
plans to take care of that item
himself.

re-election last
won
He
November to what is sometimes referred to as the second
toughest job in the country
although he failed earlier to win
re-nomination in the Republican
primary, and was forced to run
In the general election on the
small Liberal party ticket.
Now Lindsay is being mealD. G J Thiessen records sleeping subject's brain waves.
tioned as a possible foe of
By JAMES N MILLER
Republiclui Gov. Nelson A.
Central Pr(ss Association Correspondent
in this year's
Rockefeller
lullc(
be
to
himself
allows
who
OTTAWA, Ont.--- A person
gubernatorial election— not in
withhimself
harming
be
may
to sleep by a quietly-playing radio
noise the Republican primary but as
out knowing it. Expressed in another way: certain kinds of cause a Democrat,
disturb the sleeper's brain waves,'disrupt his dreaming and
If Lindsay did make the
piychological damage.
As for dreaming, it is now known to consume about a third of switch and were selected as the
everybody's normal sleep time. It. is essential to mental health. Democratic candidate — and
People deprived of dreams become nervous and irritable and then won over Rockefeller— he
might well be pulled into the
within 10 days their personalities begin to change.
These are a few of, the surprising facts revealed by a new Democrats' very uncertain 1972
Council
sleep-sound study conducted by the National Research
presidential picture.
of Canada. using atpigh-speed method of analyzing the effects
Lindsay has a lot going for
of noise, such as from traffic, have rzquired eight hours a day him in voter appeal. He's tall,
(6-foot-3), slender, young (44),
on sleeping subjects.
for months on end.
•
•
The NRC study, guided by
with sandy brown hair, a
Dr. G. J. Thiessen, an authority
IN STUDYING the tape re- flashing smile, and the John F.
on acoustics., permits eight cordings the ‘investigator, tries Kennedy kind of charm and
hours of recorded brain wave to determine when the EEG sig- grace.
pattern.; to be scanned in five nets change in ways that are
His first four-year term as
minutes. Still underway, and characteristic of alterations in mayor was marked by periodic
classed as "preliminary" in its- the nicep pattern. When the'sigtransit strikes, gar.
findings, it is nevertheless ex- .nab; are fed 40 a laud- speaker, disasters—
pected to eventually gain Wide the major changes- in 'sleeping bage strikes, inadequate snowacceptance as an analytical in- conditions are readily audible removal machinery, teacher
strument-in other-areas of sleep
The scientists are eoncentraf- strikes and power failuree— as
research.
ing on' the extent to which New York continued to live up
• • •
.
known stages and rhythms of to its reputation as a virtually
WHILE the number of sub- sleep-can be interrupted by dif- ungovernable city.
But he also had a big
jects already studied admittedly ferent types and Intensities of
is small, the researchers con- sound. Specifically. Dr. Th:essen success: during a period which
c'ude: "It is clear that levels of hopes to find new clues con- saw many big cities scarred by
noise as low as 50. decibels the cerning the effect of many violence New York's ghettos—
!Mtn!: Of a quiet radio) can dis- kinds of boise on sleepers Zef-, the biggest and perhaps the
turb a sleeper without actually fects which, as. mentioned most sordid of them all reawakening him! The nature of earlier, the sleeper prabably it
mained fairly quiet.
the disturbance Involves., a unaware of.
change from a deep to a shallower sleep, and this is known
to be deleterious to a person's
In the NRC--iitudy, sleeping
subjects are exposed to prerecorded sounds in the "nuisance" noise region: below the

41111

Lord, who shall abide in thy tabernacle? who shall dwell in thy

15:1.
the point holy hill? — Psalm
85-decibel level
and worketh righteousness ,and speak- uprightly
walketh
that
He
be
can
loss
above which hearing
15:2),
(Psalm
heart
his
in
truth
the
eth
measured.
sustained and
A device 'called an electroencephalograph is used to reqerd
the . sleeping subjecee btsin
waves. It's an accurate indicator of depth' of sleep and therefore of the degree to which a
that it matters. but most ot
noise can disturb thin- condition.
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CAR FOUND

DDT NEEDED

INDIANAPOLIS, bid. (UPI)
— When J. P. Ryans's new car
in 19, his
stolen
was
insurance company paid his
claim.
The car was found recently
parked at Weir Cook Airport
here. leside were birds nestsand a parking lot ticket.
If the insurance company
which legally. owns the car, had
been forced to pay the parking
tot'fee covering three years, the
than
bfft-wd& have been more

—
WASHINGTON (UPI)
There is no justification tor
limiting the, use of DDT - in
areas of the world where
malaria is still a major
problem,according to a spokesman for the Pao- American
Health Organization.
The pesticide has been
criticized for its lingering
effects on plant and animal life,
Wright said, but "limiteng It
aow---KteAld-.;awl; in a major
clleasttr. -19; .7412.04..tr!!_eq.Tedcountries."
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PAUL NEWMAN
KATHARINE ROSS,

The instrument's signals are
recanted on magnetic tape and
the tape is slowed down during
the recording period. During
the playback, the tape is run
through at 50 to 100 times he
recording speed. Therefore
signals can ae. anaiyietratitiir
corded by it device which meas•
ures the depth of sleep.
This procedure permits an inve:aigator to analyze an. /4-hciir
of recording in IPS:!: thin

00000.
8888'g'.

you-.

Reserved Pertormence Tickets Available for 7:30 reeve* •
Admission

Adults 1.75

Children 1.00
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ROSEBORO DROPS SUIT

BOWLING
STANDINGS
KENTUCKY LAKE
BOWLING LkAGUI
Wool( o4 2-2-70
W.
Standings:
57
Mutual of Omaha
52%
Bank of Murray
51
Luidseys
50
Martin Oil
T. V. Service Center 47%
46%
Moose Lodge
43
Mo Go Oil
Murray Mobile
36
Homes
96
Country Kitchen

f the tens of
,veland, Colo.
astmark. He's

Sports Parade

NGTON
DOW
WHARTON

All
want for the
1 campaign is a
a liberal but not
charismatic
ick for iinning
(UPD 7-

members think
it find such a
)ublican party.
iajor John Met
point appears to
qualifications
irty label— and
growing that he
are of that item

'e-election last
what is someto as the second
In the country
ed earlier to win
a the Republican
as forced to run
election on the
party ticket.
is being menpossible foe of
nr. Nelson A.
n this year's
election— not in
primary but as

did make the
e selected as the
adidate — and
Rockefeller— he
pulled into the
'y uncertain 1972
ture.
a lot going for
;peal. He's tall,
der, young (44),
brown hair, a
and the John F.
of charm and
ur-year term as
rked by periodic
sit strikes, gar.
Inadequate snowhinery, teacher
ever failures— as
tinued to live tga
on as a virheally
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so had a big
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By MILTON RICHMAN
UPI Sports Writer
NEW YORK (UPI)— The past
four weeks have been murder.
The next six months could be
rougher yet, Daryle Lamonica
Imagines. That's how long he'll
have to wait for another shc
along with the rest of the
Oakland-Raiders. They still haven't forgotten
their last one a month ago
Thee Hank .Stram and his
Kansas City Chiefs came into
town and shot out all the lights
for the Raiders by upsetting
them in the AFL title game.
When a ball club like the
Raiders is supposed to win and
doesn't, the guy who always
gets it in the neck is the
quarterback, and since Daryle
Lamonica quarterbacks Oakland, he's the one who has been
getting it.
Fred
Biletnikoff, one di
Oakland's wide receivers, said
he was wide open any number
of times In that title game with
Kansas City and he couldn't
figure out where Lamonica was
looking.
George Blanda, the Raiders'
41-year-old No. 2 quarterback,
rnonicalkL
also took a shot at
for "bogging" the job in that

same game. Blanda had gone in
at quarterback after Lamonica.
had injured his hand the first of
two times and the veteran
signal-called later said Lamonica should have stayed on the
sidelines

instead • of

sombre

back into the game.
Perhaps the crowning shot
came when a female sportswrihffi- "the Most
the
athlete" bi
conceited

Tonight's Basketball
COLLEGE
Menotti, State et Cincinnati, day.
Christian Snifters at Union ITenni.
Southwestern at Georgia Stoll.
teMaymPOwen at Batisel.
LSU at Alabama, Owe.
Auburn at Pieria".
Vanderbilt at Georgia.
Kentvelly at OM Miss
Tennessee at Mississioei stet/.
Providence at thimiesne, 005
Arluensas ot seonern met...dist day.
lows at Indiana, My.
Arisen,' Stets et Arlgena, day,
Oklahoma Wale at Oklahoma, day.
Michloon State at Wisconsin. goy.

A,ANGELES(UPI)-0ne
of baseball's most celebrated incidents, the bat beaning of catcher John Roseboro
while with the Los Angeles
Dodgers by San Francisco
Giants pitcher Juan Marichal,
reached final settlement
Thursday.

L

44
44

34% 45%

Colonial Bread

PROFESSIONAL ATHLETE OF YEAR-Tam Seaver, 25, perfectionist tighthanded New York
Meta pitcher, won the S.Rae Hickok "Professional Athlete of the Year" award Feb. 2. Seaver won
the $111,088 diamond-studded belt with the highest point total in the 20 year history of the belt.
-UPI Photo
Several previous winners were in Rochester, New York for the presentation.

L
29
27'4
29
30
32%
33%
31

THE END OF the controversy came when Roseboro permitted his $110,000 battery suit

4,13

32
Carrier Corp.
Williams Super Ser. 29 31
28 52
Crazy Horse
17 69
R. O. T. C.
High Team 3 Games SC
2758
Martin Oil
2885
Lindsey's
- 2554
T. V. Service Center
e;NC
High Team 3 Gam3082
Martin Oil

Lindeeys
T. V. Service Center __
High Single Gem. SC
Martin Oil
T. V. Service Center
Lindseys
High Single

against the San Francisco
club and Marichal to be dropped from the superior court
calendar by Judge Charles A
Loring,
It was reported Roseboro
received a $7,510 settlement,
presumably from National Es-

2082
2033

hibithin Co.. which owns the
Giants.

1018
1016
953

The bat beaning took place
Aug. 22, 1965, at Candlestick
Park while Roseboro was still
with the Dodgers. Marichal
was at the plate and Sandy
Koufax was pitching when the
hot-tempered Dominican Republic burler turned and
cracked Reseboro on the head.

Gem* 14C

Martin Oil
T. V. Service Center

1128

1108
Lindseys
1052
High lad.
Owes SC
Jim Neale -_-__-Dennis Goodwin
Hatton Garner
610
High Ind. 3 Games MC
Hafton Garner
673
evntt
arta
toc.
r=,
allop
C111aetteV
g.y.
cIad.
swam.Cellterele it WeselreteR Pete, Jim Neale _

New Meekest Air Pent der.
Pectf.c
Newel,(La Vegas), fey.
North Carolina Stale at virgInia, day.
Western Michigan at Ohio U., day.'
Columbia at Volt,
- Army at St. John's (N
D•Poul at Niagara.
Cornell at Brawn.
Maine at Connecticut.
MassaChusetts pt Vermont.
Penn at 011(1mm/tn.
Princeton at Weyer&
Lone Island at Weenie.
Manhattan at Ni.
American U. at Riede 'sleet.
Fatowee-Olckinsee at Figirfklid.
NYU at Suctnell.
Rutgers at Lehigh.
Won Mad eft Moly cress.
a.m. U. at Worms**, PON.
TemOle it Syracuse.
Vilionava or St. Jewett's feel.
at Canislys.
Worn*
Trinity (Conn_) at Itechinter.
Colgate at Lafayette.
St. Francis (N.Y_ et Nofstra.
Northern Wings at Buffalo.

country and said he had his
own 'harem" on the West
Coast.
"Fred (Biletnikof1) and I are
very close," Lamonica says.
"He says I didn't throw to him
enough and I can understand
how he felt after the game. He
says he felt she was open. I'm
sure he was, but what he might
have failed to realize is that
although he was open, I had a
examples I set. One woman
little company back there.
"I realize a lotta things were writer wrote I was the most
is and I
said after the game. I heard conceited athlete there
a word
said
or
her
met
never
some people said Blanda maybe
should've stayed in there, but I to her in, my life. She also
wrote I'm supposed to have a
felt I could still throw."
Coast. I
Okay, but what about that big harem on the West
don't know who ever gave her
"harem" of his?
"I play for the kids," that idea because it's not so.
Lamonica says, "Little kids How can she know that when
op to football players and I she never even Met me or
want to try to help them by the talked to me? I don't call that
very good journalism."

VVhen's the last time
you got goose bumps
when they played the
Star Spangled Banner?
I )tieIt the hest was. to
It's been a while, right?
give this c(aintry the,upport
Well,then 'you're like a
it deserves is to buy 1. S.
lot of us.
Savings Bonds.
It seems that many if iis
They strengthen the counare too grown-up to get
so that it's better pretry
the
like
things
about
excited
pared It, solve itsr-twIdems.
Star-Spangled Banner any
Anti they happen to he-rine
more.
of the test ways to provide
- You could almost.say
that patriotism makes us feel for your own welfare. The interest is exempt
embarrassed.
Besides, it's hard to really from state and local income
taxes. And you don't have
feel patriotic when you
to pay Federal tax until you
hear so much about how this
rash your Bonds.
apart.
falling
country is
Buy U. S. Savings 14onds
But, of course. America •
the Payroll Savings
through
still has a Bill of Rights.
Plan where you work. Or at
And free elections.
your hank.
An incredibly high standgive you a good
'
living.
ard of
feel lug.
And a free enterprise
Awl a perfect excuse for
system that lets you hitch
getting goose bumps the
your wagon to any star you
next time they
want.
And plenty of other things play the StarSpangled
you can't find anywhere
Banner.
world.'
this
else in
Know what? Looking at it
that way, America deserves
a lot more credit than it's
been getting.

Take stock in America
Buy U.S.'5avings Bonds

A GIANT rhubarb erupted

as players from both teams
swarmed on the field, but it
was brought under control
without farther incident... _
Marichal claimed that Rosebore threw the ball too close to
him while returning it to KOufax. Roseboro felt he had the

James Hargrolre
655
High Ind. Single Gam. SC
Ronald Pace
245
T. C. Hargrove
229
-Jim Neale
223
Nigh Ind. Single Game NC

Ronald Pace
T. C. Hargrove

267
SAN FRANCISCO f
243 Frank Liniy, the workhorse of
David Blakey
241 the San Francisco Giants bullTop Ton Bowlers
pen. may get more rest than
Dennis Goodwin
188 usual in 1970.
Jim Neale
I,inzy will be joined this
186
Norma Chaney
183 season by newcomer Frank
Laymon Dixon
182 Reberger.- who signed his 1970
T. C. Hargrove
180 contract Thursday along kith
Gene Stiles
179 51% othee"Giants. to "Kan FranReberger came
Don Abell
179
to a December trade that
Jim Washer
171 sent pitcher Hon Herhel. catcher
Vernon Riley
174 -1101) Barton and third baseman
Paul Ragsdale
174 Robby Ziheridge to the San
Bill Burris
174 Diego Padres.
The 25-year-old fasthall• esponent hurled 94 innings in his
first major league season in
1969. He alloWed 92 hits, stnick
°id 68 hatters and compiled
1-2 record and 3.58 earned run
average.
Giants Manager Clyde King
is hoping Reberger can take
the load off Linzy, who pitched
116 innings last season and was
overworked down the stietch.
The sii other Giants signing
contracts were pitchers Don
A first in Kentucky athletics Carrithers and Jim Willoughh.
will be established when Padu- catchers Dick Diets, John Darcah Community College (Univ- rell and Dave Rader, and outersity of Kentucky) will host fielder George Fester.

PCC To Host
National
Tournament

Pirates Sign
Topper Star
BOWLING GREEN, K y.
(UPI - Western Kentucky
athlete Johnny Vance, an AllOhio Valley Conference performer in both Ingtball and
baseball, has signed a baseball
conti act with the Pittsburgh
it was learned today.
at
Vance a catcher who bats,
left handed, received a bonus
lor signing with the Pittsburgh
organizatun. He will report to
the Pirates' minor league camp
at Bradenton, Fla., March 2t.
"this is something I have.
looked forward to for a long
lune,- said Vance. an All-OVC
choice in baseball for both the1967 and 1969 seasons. "When
it appeared that I wasn't going
to be taken in the pro football
dratt, I made up my mind to
sign with the Pirates."
The 6-4, 205-pound native of
lasgow, Ky.. set 24 school
ecords and (nor OVC reco.tis
jill mg his career.

the Region VII Natienal Junior
College Athletic Association Tournament March 2- 7.
Eighteen teams from Kentucky, Tennessee, and Mississippi
will compete in nine sessions
beginning March 2, according
Professional football clubs picked
.
EW YORK
to Claud "Sonny" Haws, tourmore defensive., hacks, 73, than any other categltry in
nament manager.
the recent college draft.
Every third year one regional
winner of the nineteen regions
AN ANALYSIS of the selectiens by the Natinnal Football
comprising the NJCAA mustplay
League yesterday reveals, however, that 228 offensive playthe winner in another region.
ers were selected to 198 defensive players, not including, 16
This year the Region VII winner
kicking specialists.
Grambling and Southern California. each with nine proswill play the winnet in Region
pects. were the leading schools in a draft that covered In
XVI(Missouri).
colleges and universities. Nebraska. Penn Slate .and UCLA
Kentucky teams to play at Pad,--,..gach
had eight. Michigan had seven and Kansas Slate, Oklaucah include, besides Paducah
„1koma. Purdue, Southern U. and Tennessee each had six.
.
Community College, Elisabeth- '
A breakdown by positions revealed there were 78 defentown Community College, Somsive backs, 63 running backs, 5 wide receivers, 48 linebackerset, Sue Bennett(London), Soers, 39 offensive tackles. 37 defensive tackles, 35 defensive
utheastern Christian (Winchesends, 29 guards, 22 tight ends, 16 kickers, 13 quarterbacks
and 12 centers.
ter), and Lindsey-Wilson (Columbia) Junior Colleges.
teams attending
Tennessee
will include Junior Colleges Freed-Hardeman (Henderson), Hiwassee (Madisonville), Cleveland State (Clevelind),'Martin
IS
(Pulaski); Community Colleges
Jackson State (Jackson), Dyersburg State (Dyersburg) and Cumberland College (Lebanon).
From Mississippi teams will
0 P/'
-1
-4
.;4
‘
compete from Junior Colleges
NOM ,40110
Holmes (Goodman), Utica (Uti.. Ale
QS"mow •
ca, Northeast (Booneville), East
•
ir "7-n
CoaMississippi (Scooba), and
homa (Clarksdale).
'',
4/1V-i/
4

right to throw the ball to his
pitcher any way he wanted.
For his bat-widlding tactics,
Marichal pas suspended eight
playing days by the president
of the National League and

Toppers Sign
Ace Knoxville
Running Back

fined $1,750. A few days later,
Marichal issued a public
apology for his actions.
ROSEBORO suffered a
bump on his head but was
back behind the plate in a few
days and showed no aftereffects from the blow. But a
few weeks later be Bled the
suit against Marichal and the
Giants.

The veteran catcher was
traded after the 1967 season to
the Minnesota Twins, who reat the end of last
leased
season.

Paint on the highway
ALBANY, N.Y.(UPI) — The
New York State Thruway

OWLING GREEN, Ky. —
When Western Kentucky's Authority uses 52,000 gallons of
head football Coach, Jimmy paint a year to stripe the edges
Feix, said he was hoping to and center lines of the Governor
sign outstanding running backs Thomas E. Dewey Thruway.

B

during this ')'ear's recruiting
ermonictn, he may have been Swedish millionairtsr
guilty of a sizeable understaSTOCKHOLM (UPI)- There
tement.
are 4,788 millionaires (in
THE Hilltopners this week an- kronors) in Sweden and they
nounced the signing of a ball- own 'almost 2416per cent of the
carrier who averaged a phe• total private fortunes in the
nomenal 16 3 yards per carry country, according to official
during the 1969 season.
statistics. Last year, 244,000
The ball-toting whir Is 5-16, persons had fortunes of 100,000
180-pound Clarence Jackson of kronor ($20,000) or more. Of
Austin-East High School. Knox- these, 75 per cent were over the
ville. Tenn.ape of _5(1:
Jackson was stgnettto an 0b -T----Valley Conference football
groin ininry. Ile was named
grant-in-aid by Assistant Coact
to the All-East Tennessee team
Robbie Franklin. a ,Knoxville
at the end,of the season.
native.
"There4 no doubt about
TN leading sAustin-F.ost to a
Clarence's ability to move the
h*1T
n-- re-rhi'd
7-1 cTaTe
a";)
hetsmgit
'W e
Jack-nn carried the hall
cniiidn't he barmier ahnut the
62 times for I filL-yards. Fight
R'It•-•tlint-h4h--W5ghte to &ay his
craioniate -Tootfiall here a t
of his r2 carries covered 60
Wnstern.”
yards or More. He added 128
more yards in 13 carries in
Jackson, who can cover 100
-^r 's in well uniin- 11 -cords
Austin-East's 21-7 win over
Chattanooga Red Bank in Knoxalso played basketball ano
baseball for Austin-East. He was
ville's Optimist Bowl.
He was voted the Howl's Most
sought by more than 20 major
1,niversities throughout the naValuable Player Award, despite
having Moved with a Painful 4011.

Want To Be Seen by Pros?
Then Be a Defensive Back
N

•

HAPPINESS
.
LETTING4)
BLOCK
DO YOUR

/
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„
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INCOME
. . „_,. . . .,_.
•l

Origin of 'Nebraska'
LINCOLN, Neb. CURII - The
name Nebraska was derived from
the Indian names "Nibtha.ska'
and "Nibrathka." The names,
used by. the .Omaha and Otoe
Indians for the Platte River,
mean "flat river"o or "flat
water."
Is he trying
to say something?
CHESTER. England Will
Frank Woolham bought his wifi
a birthday present, and thi
neighbors immediately quo
coming around. The present wa
a four-foot pytheln an
"nobody's beebaar me seamarrived," said MR Wootham.
Woolham's previous hi thda
presents to his wife ha%i
,,,bittclutleti an alligator,- a
I - rat, and a kangaroo cat.

,
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FEDERAL
guaranteed accuracy, and
-AND
low cast. That combine
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ban has mode million, Of
BLOCK clients happy! We
wont to make you happy
Come in today.
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by El

everyone
will love
the convenience of
having a tallymaster

For that special one in your family (or for the whole family) herts's
terrific new gift ides: a TALLYMASTER Adding_ Maehioe. You ca
trust TALLYMASTER because its made by Victor. America's I
manufacturer of adding machines.. Internal working parts made o
case hardened cadium plated steel Prints are easy to read, permanen
tape, totals to eight columns (999,99L9). In storage position,
occupies only V by 7" on desk. All TALL MASTERS add, and
Every TALLYMASTER part is warranted one yeat,
subtract.
including labor. Fun to use, worthwhile to oWn. Truly g gift to count on
•The TALLYMASTER ELECTRIC

. fully electric

0CriTco.

• America's tar est Tax Service with Over 4000 Offices

,*eekdays 9 a.m.- p.m. - set. IrS

Phone 753 MI

NO APPOINTMENT -NECESSARY
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Phyllis Chambers
To Wed Douglas
Lame Swindler
weleome

-------------

'Young'acting hubby
What can wife do?

Better Grooming
Big Selection

He110
Thank:
'
come
itYleI.
I! you t
hankering

Sanorday, February 7
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Chambargi
The Hazel PTA men's and of Mayfield annowce the engage.
For personal grooming,
women's basketball teams will meat and approaching marriage
you should have adequate,
be hosts to the Almo teams at of their daughter, Phyllis
the
on
shadow-free lighting
Hazel at seven p. m.
By Abigail Van Buren
to Douglas Lang Swindler,
• ••
head and face.
of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Swindler
light
single, overhead
A
ThompD.
Oscar
when
Mrs.
do
and
to
Mr.
of Shelbyville.
DEAR ABBY: What is an old lady supposed
too dim and trouboth
is
the
at
reception
a
son will have
ideas? I am 69 and
Miss Chambers is a senior
blesome, casting shadows
she'd married to an old man with young
Hardin School cafeteria from elementary education major at
below the nose, chin and
011ie is 72.
one to four p. m. in celebration
is about
Murray State University wherS
cheekbones.
Right now he has two ladies on the string. One
of their 50th wedding analysethe
resultant
AVOID
door.
TO
next
right
she is a member of Sigma Alpha
lives
other
friends
and
relatives
All
Nary.
60 and lives across town. The
problems while trying to
Iota music fraternity.
was born with.
are invited to attend.
She's *bout 50 and doesn't ha,e the brains she
shave, apply makeup or
Mr. Swindler is a junior his•
came
•
•
and
physical
a
for
doctor
his
to
OWe recently went
comb your hair, the Amen major at Murray State Univ- TEA AND TOUR OF MANSION—Mrs. Louie B. Nunn entertained nearly 70 members of the Leagtory
011ie's
man
household
a
and
seen
pommel
A
back saying the doc told him he'd never
where he is a member of ue of Women Voters of Kentucky at a tour of the executive mansion In Frankfort. Standing with
ersity
Mrs.
for
held
stover will be
can Home Lighting Instiage in such good shape! Just like a boy of 25'
Mrs. Nunn, right, before on* of the mansion's re finished fireplace mantels are, left to right, Miss
Omega fraternity.
Phi
Alpha
Tremon Ferri, whose home retute recommends lighting
slows down,
How old does a man have to be before he
solemnizbe
Hedrick, of Covington, legislative chairman for the League, and Mrs. John G. Dietrich, Louwill
June
wedding
The
at each side of the groom- :tatty burned at two p. m, at
but we have
Abby? He doesn't bother me, thank heavens,
on Friday, February 27, at isville, League president.
and above.
ed
area
ing
Methodist
Chapel
Burnett's
the
BALTIMORE
seven o'clock in the evening at
• only one car and he's always using it.
In its Light for Living Church.
•••
the Northside Baptist Church,
Standards, the institute
will blow
DEAR BALTIMORE: Eveatnally Father Time
suggests linear - type fixThe New Providence Riding Mayfteld. All friends 'tad rela- Minimal Needs
the
in
And
patient.
be
so
Natare,
Mother
the whistle en
tures at each side and Club will have a dinner at the tives are invited.
In Lingerie
meantime. dessaad a Se-se arrangement with the car.
above a cabinet mirror. A Grecian Steak House at 6:30
Lingerie needs for the
fluorescent
of
shielded
row
m. A business meeting will
The Kappa Department of the ley, Stanley Huffman, Dwain Tayshould be chosen
bride
husband
My
14.
its
a
over
in
fixture
lamps
the dinner. All members
DEAR ABBY: We have two boys, 12 and
Murray Woman's Club held a lor, Howard Giles, Jimmy Ford,
thought for lasting
a
with
for
were___4_ full width is suggested
asked to attend.
"Sweetheart" Banquet at the club Ronald Christopher, and Bruce
opened a savings account for each of them when they
the first year of marriage.
••
a wall-to-wall mirror
dollars
• •
For example, she might sehouse on Tuesday, February 3, Gillespie.
very young, and each year he puts several hundred
birth- Hostesses for the banquet were
Sunday, February $
lect (some of these items. at six-thirty o'clock in the eveninto their accounts, plus the money they receive for
-Callo- The Calloway County High Sc- may be given to her at
Murray
Glen Grogan, Jim
Mesdames
the
of
Members
days, Christmas. etc.
1 Student council had a cal- .showers) a bridal negligee, ingand
way County Shrine Club and
Husbands of the Kappa mem- Hall, Ted Bradshaw, E. D. Robpanlies
Our problem is trying to get the boys to earn money
p,
i
1
s
their families will have a break- led meeting on January 29, The nightgown
fritter
bers were guests. The dining erts, J. Field Montgomery, Billy
tailored crepe or
save it on their own. What little they do earn they'd
fast at the Holiday Inn at nine council was addressed by Prin- and awool robe
was decorated in the Val- Dale Outland, Tommy Shirley,
room
father
their
if
foolishness
and
away on pop, candy, records,
attend services cipal Howard Crittenden and pla- sheer
later
and
m.
a.
advisacolors of red and white. Charles Turnbow, Jerry Henry,
entine
is
robe
into
go
warm
One
did not insist that half of every dollar earned must
at the First United Methodist ns were made to revise the stu- ble, a pair of lounging pajaA program of music and a and Dwain Taylor,
They
earn.
to
incentive
little
very
them
nt
handbook.
gives
the bank. This
Chttrch.
skit was presented by students
mas, a breakfast or brunch
bank."
• •
Plans were also made to bring
say. -What for? Daddy will only make us put it in the
coat, hostess gown, three of Murray High School,
aul Caldwell and the Caldwells
Monday, February 9
What do other parenterriii? Have you any suggestions?
nighties in addition to the
Susan Hale, accompanying herlace
If you've had the dread of
nightie
CONCERNED MOTHER
The 'New Providence Home- singing group, back to Calla
bridal
self on the guitar, sang two folk
dandruff instilled in you, you makers Club will meet at the y High, This work will be done
Legend Of
irimmed—and three taisongs.
might be in a panic over home of Mrs. Opal Shoemaker y the Student Council.
DEAR MOTHER: All children live for today and the
lored ones.
"Sparkling"
A
skit entitled
nothing.
Ring
Six slips are advised —
at one p. m.
future seems unreal to them. The "1 want it pow" attitude is
Lampkins, Wedding
Any white flakes you may
•••
If
seine light, some dark, ac- was presented by Don
the hallmark of immaturity. Train your children I. save.
be worried about are more The Beta Sigma Phi sorority
As far a can be discovcording to her wardrobe, Jennifer Taylor, Wanda McNabb,
they resent it. so what! Wiles they're older they'll realise
than likely dry skin and not
ered, the wedding ring orisix nylon briefs, three gir- and Freya Larson.
Mrs.
Erma
the
Community
of
at
Wilson
Murray
meet
will
egg.
goose
a
of
how nice it is to have a nest egg instead
dandruff, which is a disease
The closing numbers were two ginated in the days of the
dles and three bras are sughas been dismissed from the
Center at 7:30 p. m.
of the scalp.
gested. This list, however, love songs sung by Judy Adams caveman—in a cord of
S's
Western
PaBaptist
Hospital,
Dry skin develops because
can be varied according to with Mary Winter as piano acc- reeds with which the man
DEAR ABBY: The pompous explanation from the Doctor
The /*tattle Bell Rays Circle ducah.
your scalp requires the same
bound himself to his wife's
need, taste and budget.
proves
"cop"
word
the
of
ompanist.
origin
the
concerning
Church
Philosophy
of
waist in order to make
natural oils that the rest of of the First Methodist
Kathe
that
announced
was
anything.
It
hear
can
he
that if one reads long enough
your skin does, but the need WSCS will meet at the Church Mrs: John Keel at ten a. m.;
their spirits one. The Egypan
sponsor
will
the
Department
than
ppa
tians, it is thought, introfor frequent shampooing and at seven p. rm.
The history of this term is far less complicated
III with Mn, K. T. Crawford Thank-You Notes
•••
essay contest in early spring with duced the first metal finger
the scalp's thirst for oils need
and IV with Mrs. Bernice Will.
etymologist would lead us to believe.
must
bride
The young.
all junior and senior high studen- rings made of gold. In
The Sigma Department of the hart, both at two p. at.
not present a dilemma.
Before the turn of the century, a Chicago mayor was
• ••
Egyptian hieroglyphics a
write thank-you notes(hand- ts eligible to enter.
Baby shampoo effectively Murray Woman's Club will have
engaged in wheeling and dealing in several areas, chief of
without a Sweetheart dinner (potluck)
The winners of each division circlet indicates eternity.
cleans the hair
written on personal writing
February 11
Wednesday,
stocks.
copper
in
involvement
notorious
which was his
stripping it and your scalp of at the club house at 6:30 p. m
of the contest on "What America
The early Romans used
The New Concord Homemak- paper) to everyone from
The press began to refer to him as "Copperstock
vital oils. Your hair retains Guests will be Sigma husbands. -ers Club will meet at the bane
Means To Isle" will be glyes1 $25 . wadding rings. Aniongm the
a
has
received
whoni,kihe
its shine and the dry scalp Hostesses are Mesdames Hunt of Mrs. John Wells at one p.
j H—," and estettially his equally tainted pobonnen were
and the runnersup $10 in English it was cutomary to
present (except her hus- bonds
condition that causes those Smock, Gene Landolt, Joe Ryuse the ring at the Church
• ••
called "coppers." In keeping with American style, the term
cash.
today when a
These notes should
white flakes also will be an Cooper, Hal Houston, John
New members introduced were keep and Irishman
Wesleyan Circle of the band).
was soon shortened to "cops" and the name caught on
The
cannot
very poor
alleviated.
Gregory, and A. W. Simmons, First United Methodist Church be mailed right after the
Mesdames Jerry Henry, Sid US-. afford to buy a ring, he
nation-wide.
and
received,
is
present
is
Y
R.
Jr.
etymology
Mn.
you,
to
with
meet
letter
his
will
in
explained
WSCS
As the Ph. D.
rents one!
•••
Northen, 1111 Circarama Drive, should be sent even though
Indeed a science, but now and then a smattering of history is
the
of
The
Department
Theta
giver
the
at 7:30 p. M.
Crunchy Salad
she has thanked
CHARLES CARSON
helpful, too. Respectfully,
•• •
Murray Woman's Club will
personally.
Combine one-fourth cuBedroom Linens
7:30
at
house
of
club
meet
at
the
Circle
The Ruth Wilson
cumber thinly sliced and
Simmons
CONFIDENTIAL TO "HURT": Many use "humor" to
m.
with
p.
Tom
Mrs.
The minimum requirethe First United Methodist
five
radishes.
sliced.
Blend
Choosing Ring
ments for bedroom linens
hart others. [Kidding oe the square.) Don't waste toe mach
one tablespoon sour cream as special guest for a physical Church WSCS will meet with
Mr. and Mrs. Richard A. Bla- are, generally. four comCustomarily the engagewith one teaspoon vinegar education program. Members Mrs. E. C. Enix, Kingiwood
time is a man who persistently "jabs" you with unkind
ckston, Jr., of Paducah announce plete changes for each bed.
and dash each salt and pep- are to wear sport clothes. Hos- Drive, at 7:30 p. a.
ment ring and wedding
remarks—eves in jest The grave of love is deg with little
This means sheets and
The Arts and Crafts Club
per. Pour over cucumber tesses are Mesdames It. K. Carare chosen sometime the engagement oftheir daughter, cases. One electric blanket
digs.
penter, Charles Hale, Dale lem- will meet with Mrs. A. M. Tho- ring
FainStephen
Ronald
to
mixture. Serves one.
Rebecca,
after the Proposal, and the
winter blanons, and Robert Hopkins.
mas, 803 Sha-Wa Circle, at 2:30
son of Mr. and Mrs. Louis or a pair of
What's your problem? You% feel better it you get it tott
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summer blankets,
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kets,
Conn.
Cal.
Angeles,
p. m.
Faillaci of Stanford,
year chest. Write to ABBY. Sex 1197M. Lae
one down comforter or
Vegetable Bowl
•••
prospective groom to make
The Cordelis Erwin Circle of
Miss Blackston is a 1966 grad- quilt. two blanket covers,
groom
91190. For a perasusl reply mellow stamped, addressed
the
If
selection.
the
Cook one ,package (10 the South Pleasant Grove UnitHomemakGrove
The Harris
uate of Lone Oak High School and two quilted mattress pads,
emwelkepe.
ounces) each c u t green ed Methodist Church WSCS ers Club will meet with Mrs. prefers jie may go to the
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tablespoons
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ven p. ra.
Hate to write letters? Seed
which are within his budg- In elementary education and-spe•• •
butter until lightly brown.
The Pottertown Homemakers et when his bride goes with cial education in the area of
Angeles. CaL MeM. ter Ahhy's booklet. "Hew le Write LeiAdd one to two teaspoons •
The Almo Elementary School
will meet at the Holiday him. '
ters ter AU Oeessiees."
mental retardation,
lemon juice, one-half tea- PTA will meet at the school Club
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•••
at seven p. m. A potluck supDelta Pi, Alpha Omicron Pi,
each salt and pepper. Pour
per will be served after the
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over hot beans. Serves six.
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meeting.
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•••
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There
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a
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ber of Alpha Kappa PH and Scaand general illuminaties
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light overnight application
bbard and Blade. After four years
program.
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key Cherry at eleven a. m.
slices and taste the oven•••
Chewing bubble gum (not in will soften your skin,
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purpose.
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Mrs.
are
plans
with
Wedding
Club will meet
The Maryleona Frost Circle dy Anderson at 12:30 p. a.
Going Along On Honeymoon
•••
of the First United Methodist
Need a dressing for fruit Church WSCS will meet with
Wagon NewWelcome
The
of
An all-iliclusive list
cotton, soap, bath powder.
Mrs. James Garrison, Oak Dale comers Club will meet at the
salad?
'honeymoon cosmetics is bath oil, deodorant, face
Just mix French dressing Drive, at 9:30 a. m.
Community Center at 7:30 p. tn.
difficult to advise, since cloths (all hotels do not fur•••
a•e
and mayonnaise.
each individual has her nish them), tooth paste and
The Netv PrOvidence HomeGrove 126 WOW will meet at
own brands and require- brushes, manicure imple1205
makers Club will meet at the the Woman's Club House at
ments. The following items
of
home
Mn,
in
useful
George
found
,may be
Shoemak- 6:30 p. a.
50 Good Calories
•••
er at one p. a.
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Sweetheart Banquet Held Tuesday At
Club House By The Kappa Department
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-- M4RRAY. KENTUCKY
TIMES
THE LEDGER
or interested, I would appreciate any news concerning your game
and hunting dogs, Any word from old friends (or some new ones)
would be especially welcome at this point. For the moment,
address LEE SMITH, ROUTE S. MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071 or
Fl6kNKFORT, Ky. Sometimes an 'outboard motor with the prosend it in care of The Ledger and Times. Either way we'll get It. In
Kentucky, fish populations hi peller barely submerged in the
If you are among those who had your letters returned-please try
farm ponds are destroyed by the water to agitate the water and
of
weeks
six
after
again
is
being delivered
again! Our mall
ice. It occurs only when there add oxygen.
no mail! Mrs. Maude Swindle, Puryear, a letter from you would are
The agitation should not be
prolonged cold spells and ice
be appreciated , also Floyd Barrow anl others from Hazel.
great that it will stir up
so
stays
on
for
the
several
pond
Loyalty like love and traffic should flow freely from both
sediment on the bottom because
days or weeks.
directions!
It
all ponds. that is worse for fish than the
Thank you for asking for our "puny efforts". Perhaps humor It doesn't happen in
does
by LEE SMITH
in
ponds
where ice covering.
occur
(like beauty) is all in the mind. That could explain why our norma- there is
Hello;
much debris on the
anymore.
amusing
or
easy
is
and
gab
neither
easy
quips
lly
Another method that is used
you for continuing to ask for this "nothing country
our purpose bottom; where there Is a heavy In some areas to the north but
style". We're just half past dead. How are you? If you can stand If you are interested or amused for a moment, then
runoff
into the pond from areas
Is served. As long as you ask for our interpretation and conclusions
probably never as far south as
It, come into our world and let's visit awhile,
supply you where cattle have grazed, or Kentucky, is to place a black
to
attempt
we'll
on
games,
dogs
people
and
'n'
things,
Had
a
today.
a
little "airish"
If you haven't noticed yet it's
where the pond has been highly
covering over the ice, causing
hankering to see some big huntin' dogs and their owners, so with small doses as you're able to tolerate it.
fertilized.
it to melt quicker. In the north
bundled up like an Eskimo and started walking north. After about
A funny??? A king of the underworlo had departed this life
where they have severe fish kills
no
because
occur
ten minutes of slipping and sliding on the ice and facing that wind
kills
The
As the body-in his pink
waters almost every winter, they are
the
winds
agitate
which was blowing "90 to nothing across Aunt Julia's peach orcha- and a large crowd attended the funeral.
can
a Hippie exclaimed, "Man that's
rd", L.decided it was a good idea but just bad timing. When the Cadallio-was lowered down,
thereby infusing oxygen; where more or less prepared tor the
really living?" Hmm—
sunlight cannot penetrate the ice conditions.
temperature stays down around Zero, it's time to hole up. Only
a hunter and the big hounds have the stamina 10 stay with a trail CORDIE
because of snow, Sunlight is neoPumps designed especially to
MCDOUGAL is recuperating after undergoing major
In weather like this.
essary to stimulate the chloro- introduce oxygen are used. Two
recovery
speedy
a
for
wishes
at
Our
best
surgery
Nashville.
phyll in the plants to give off
Talked with (and about) a few 'cooners and discovered they
companies that produce the pumson, we miss you! Take care of the Beagles-ave're really out of
Oxygen.
don't change much with the passing of time, thank goodness.
are the Zoeller Co., 3280
ps
rabbit
with
hunters,
you
touch
You 'now hunters don't care and every hunter baiows all the
Millers Lane, Louisville, and the
told
the
as
for
record,
just
but
This
on
is
game,
gituation
all
the
seasons
closing
and
opening
Hinge Engineering Co., 224 LinELMO GARDNER was down last week to pull our son's car
assistant dirthe season for taking racoon ended Saturday night, January 31.
only one by Charlie Bowers,
Park Place, Highland Park,
den
allowed
did
were
we
try
we
as
tree"
and
a
of
"out
ector of the Division of FisherNow U I forget the date on some hunts, you'll know when they
that's as far
but
hounds,
Beagle
has
his
still
he
Yes,
question.
ies. Laymen know fish die under
were. It's no surprise to note a number of 'cooners took advantage
as we got, Braved the weather and walked up to his house to see ice, but perhaps don't know why. It's not too often that fish
of the last night of the season.
success
season's
past
the
on
some
information
get
and
hounds
ASHER FARRIS and grandson MARTY, RED THOMPSON, and the
If a pond owner suspects a fish kills due to ice coverings happen
with Mr. "Cotton Tail". He was so busy (and cold) we "Chickened kill, or sees dead fish through. In Kentucky but this could be
BILL MOHUNDRO had a bad night for them. Only bagged three.
out". No rabbit news!
the ice, all may not be lost. the year. At least it would be a
Probably due to the area chosen to bunt. No fault of the hounds.
He may cut two holes in the ice, good idea to check the ponds
All hounds on this hunt are our ole friends and we know them.
Until we can get some 300 letters and cards mailed, may we say one On each side of the pond, right now, if they are covered
Red was working his walker "Buck", the Farris boys used
a brief thank you to each of you for your help, encouragement, and and then force air under the ice: with ice.
their Bluetick (name unknown) and naturally Bill worked his
financial assistance. Thank you for everything you have contributed
There has been more ice than
When
This gives the fish a reprieve
three black and tans, "Jim", "Moose", and "Biocide".
the past two years. Hopefully our appreciation will soon be and by periodically using the usual so far this winter and who
over
the season first opened those boys and hounds bagged eight one
shown appropriately.
pumping practice fish may be knows what will happen in the
night. You, just know Doc, Bud and Main One Bill wouldn't leave
It's been fun visiting with you again.
Another method is to use next few weeks.
saved.
didn't
it at that. They
Journey safely, Ole' friend,
The closing night sent DOC ARNETT, BUD IULGORE, and
_Lee
•
6
BILL ETHERTON and hounds on the trail of "Ole Ring". They
.•
•
broUght home nine Not bad, considering they're youngsters
and amateurs. Oh gosh, that'll bring hot lead a ftyin'. That's
O.K. at least I asked for that round. These hounds are also good
friends and good performers, they don't even need the "toss"
along. That's all, Katie bar the door! Bill was working "Queen",
his Bluetick. Doe's Black and Tana "Rough n' Ready" and Bud's
Walker, "Jake" and "Rawdy" a black and tan. Wonder if the
"Man's environment" was the meats along the Lake Barkley
hunt was on that mysterious No. 8 Island. Forgot to ask.
The next time I have to borrow $1.00 and beg a ride to go after theme for 37 seventh and eighth shoreline in Land Between the
SOS a spoontul of oil I'd better avoid Martin Oil, wouldn't you say? grade students from Murray Un- Lakes, Hematite, Honker, EnerTalking stout these hunters and hounds reminds us of those iversity School when they spent gy, and Barth Lakes are closed
that are missing. Will never get used to Mr. HILL GARDNER and two days last week at the Youth during the winter season to pro4_t
OTHO BURTON not being with us. Both were gentlemen and good Station, located in the Conserva- vide additional protected water
management
so
losing
to
waterfowl
for the
tion Education Center.
sportsmen and we miss them. It's difficult to adjust
The purpose of the Youth Sta- program. The lakes offer exmany good people while so many of us "not so good" seem to go
tion is to make the student more celleot fishing in water that is
on and on forever.
aware of his environment and the protected from gusty winds.
kennel. This. need for conservation by intro- Lake - Hematite, Acreage .90,
It's never safe to ask Buddy McNutt about his
hunter changes hounds more often than most people change their ducing the outdoors into the Location - Conservation Educesocks. For a man who has been trying to quit hunting, his kennel classroom. Students attend out- Um Center.
boasts of four really good looking hounds. One black and tan female door classes taught by their reg- Lake - Honker, Acreage - 190,
On the-car of Barwell Z. Brown,and three redbones. "Polly" is the black and tan. The Redbones ular instructors, and subjects Location - Conservation Educe,
Was the dirtiest windshield in town.—
are "Queen" purchased from Clyde Hale,"LittleRed"from Elmus- range from compass reading in tion Center,
Dead wiper blades streaking,
370,
granda
is
Acreage
Energy,
Lady
Lake
the math class to wildlife study
Outland, and "Lady" an eight month old pup,
Through smears he was peeking—
daughter of "Hawk", a prize hound of JACK BAILEY's. Afraid In the science class. During the LOcation - Crooked Cieek.Lake - Bards, Acreage 320,
summer the facility is used for
to ask if Jack still owns Hawk.
Damaged his car, a fire plug and gown!
RAY WILLIAMS, BOBBY BOYD, AND BUDDY MCNUTT brought teacher workshops. Teachers Location - Brandon Spring.
home one 'coon last Saturthy night, January 3t. Ray lives on South are then able to prepare their
IT
A few reservations are still'
9th Street and has a black and tan "Mike". Bobby owns a black classes for outdoor study by
DRIVING WOES
WINTER
THOSE
PREVENT
"A
the
live
Visit
for
With
They
available
Incorporating nature into the daiand tan named "Buck" and a walker named "Driver".
Eagles," the sixth in a series
on Dodson Avenue. These boys and hounds are in our files (where- ly curriculum.
The Safe Winter Driving League warns motorists:"Keep
Both students and teachers re- of field naturalist workshops spver the files are) and are good performers, which we have had
your windshield as well as the side and rear windows clear
side in large dormitories and eat onsored by the Kentucky Departoccasion to mention often in the past.
at alt-times. Replace dead wiper blades with live, new
It's always a pleasure to visit Buddy's hounds. I've never seen at a modern cafeteria where mea- ment of Parks. The program
on to prevent streaking. Make sure that your windUndecided about your future?
a "skinny or uncared" for hound in his pen. Anyone that good to ls are prepared by TVA person- is scheduled for the weekend
washers have an adequate supply of anti-freeze
shield
It's
no disgrace.
a "four footed" creature just has to be a pretty good guy"-if he nel. In the coming year the station of February 13, 14 and 15 at
solution. Don't try.to be a 'peep-hole pilot:"
Einstein couldn't make up .histnd for quite
Even
will be utilized by students re- Kentucky Dam Village State Rewould stop switchin' hounds on us!
•
presenting schools throughout sort Park. The highlight of the
awhile.
JACK GARLAND AND R. J. MCDOUGAL worked the hounds the Southern, Central, and Eas- program will be guided field
Van Gogh took time to get on track.
the
Lakes
in
the
three
Between
tried
Land
to
and
trips
tern United States,
Friday night. The hounds "den treed" once
Wright Brothers didn't start concentrating on airThe
golden
to observe the bald and
ground. That is frustrating - - to say the least - but as all hunters
planes right away.
Kentucky's Western Waterland eagles that adder in the area.
blow that's part of the game. They were working R. J. hounds
For reservations and brochurSo, if you're graduating from college and ALANl don't
"Traveler and "Ruby". We're supposed to have a picture of Association has released its 1970
"Traveler" and his successful hunts. I must see R. J.'s hounds. vacation guide, Included are dir- es write or call John Tierney,
know
what to do with your future ... chin up.
Been out of circulation so long I've lost account of many of the ectories for campgrounds, cott- Park Naturalist, Kentucky Do
can go to Officer Training School.Become an officer.
You
inforOffice
no
State
but
ages, motels, and other vacation pertinent of Parks,
good hunting clOgs. Believe R. J. has another hound
pay and prestige. Travel. All while yOu're learnofficer's
Get
Kentucky
mation on him. ED COLLIE will have to supply the picture and facilities within the Kentucky Annex, Frankfort,
ing to fly.
Lake and Lake Barkley area, 40801, phone 502-564-3006; or
story. How is that for putting one on the spot?
For more information or bro- contact Kentucky Dam Village
You can do something conttructive, exciting, profitable
MR. GLENN ELDERIDGE has some good looking 'coon hounds. chures write Land Between the State Resort Park, Gilbertsville,
.
patriotic. Be an Air Force pilot.
and
"Silk"
and
502-362"Bingo",
Lakes, P. 0. Box 27, Golden Kentucky 42044, phone
He owns three Black and Tans, "Jim",
made up
has
whd
genius
another
just
you're
say
They'll
4271.
also two pups - - a black and tan, unnamed as yet and a blue Pond, Kentucky 42231,
his mind.
--tick named "Blue". In addition to owning these beauties, the
Crappie and bass catches have
Elderidge family are and have been exceptionally good neighbors
Contact your local Air Force Recruiter.
and friends to us and our mom. Sincerely good people are (or been reported on Lake Barkley
this past week. For those fisherseem to be) more scarce than good hounds.
man hearty enough to brave the
Not a chance of getting news on more than a handful of hunters weather, crappie are being taken
and hounds; The odds are a million to one against reaching a on minnows.in warm water sprinhunter whose game is bird, fox, rabbit or squirrel. Fishermen gs near the shoreline. A 93,4
TSGT. JOE C. SKINNER
are equally impossible to reach. Noticed a number of boats head- pound, Minch rockfish was also
or
Circnil
Trial
Field
Valley
ing for water (or ice) but that's as near as we get to fishing caught In Lake Barkley near the
Ohio
the
The judges and winners of
. BE NN IE W. SAMS
SSGT
of
Law
Robert
fhe
Canton.
at
toltith'a:te
bridge
left
news.
are shenint-vdtklhe winning dogs. Standing,
yells
one
& Broadway
some
17th
hunters"
Building,
sparkle-tall
Century
a
"non
used
the
Eldorado,
County
for
Trigg
of
nonsense
Ramer
If we try a little
judges, N. L. Galloway of Sedalia and Pete
Paducah, Ky. Phone 442-2426
Mssray with his
'
of
Miller
Ferrell
"stick to the subject"? The only hunters we can reach are 'cooners jointed lure similar to an L & S
is
left
at
Kneeling
Illinois.
right is Paul Ray
-than everybody yells - how come you don't mention our game. mirror lure to capture the large
idog which won the shooting dog class and at
MSU Student Union Building each Wednesday, 10a.m. to 2p.m
Ole' buddy the only reason is "I don't know what your game is". rockfLsti.
with his dog which won the derby class.
Illinois
Culler,
of
'Caley
the
in
--third
placed
for this ad contributed 111 the Ledger & Trials
dog
snare
MR. GORDON CROUCH, Lynn Grove, and MR. A. C. KELL,
his
Charles McReynolds of- Murray and
March 1 is the opening date
Hickman, I would appreciate a note from you. Once we could
of the field trial held last week.
competition
derby
count on you for information. If there is any one else listening for fishing the four subimpoundPAGE FIVE

Prevent Farm Pond Fish Kills
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Shon Shots from the _
Land Between The Lakes

Take off.

GET
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MOTORS COarOmanou

TAYLOR
MOTORS

LIBERTY

Super Market
Murray's Largest and Mort Modern Market

We Give Treasure Chest Stamps
ata•POPLAR
"WEST KENTUCKY'S
TR ANSPORTATION CENTER"
TOONE 711-1172

MURRAY HOME I AUTO
- GUNS

and

AMMUNITION

-I' I
7enith TVs
Chestnut Street
Phone

to• Sp•ttrng ia•Ods,
•flurray.-.1ty.

753-2511

OPEN EVERY EVENING UNTIL
MIDNIGHT

Bud HIShinki

Murray, Kentucky
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Our New Gun Department
Is Now Open!
All Makes of Guns
WE'LL TRADE FOR ANYTHING!

RICHARD ORR 01ST. CO

* Phone 753-5S62 *

CAIN it TAYLOR
GULF SERVICE
Sti sad Mats Streets
Murray, KestscAy
YERBLE TAYLOR • G. I. CAM is.

et=
G AND H MOBILE HOMES

STANDARD

NEW & USED

Boat
Company

SALES. •EINIVICIE AP40.0.A014
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IIIMI Neva Armes
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Snow Good
For Us, Like
Ifor Not
By JOSEPH L MYLER
WASHINGTON (UPI)—Kids

and hydrologists and proprietors of ski resorts love
it.
There are those who dr
not.
To motorists, city sanitation and traffic departments,
all of us who have .to climb
small mountains of the dirty
stuff to get on or off a bus,
and the ranchmen owners of
marooned cattle herds it
a calamity, as it is to communities subject to flooding
when the thaws come.
Princeton's highest honor, commisdons in the
Eddy Creek Navy, is belngbestowedby Chamber
of Commerce President C. A. -Woodall, Jr.
(right) to Princeton Mayor Larry Citing (left),
and U. S. Congressman Frank A. ShstblefteId

(center). The presentations artneSetarday
night at the Village Inn at a dthmeeUng
sponsored by the chamber's Community,Improvement Committee, J. F. Graham,chairtm.,.

NEVERTHELESS, snow on
the ground can be money in
the bank. The winter wheat
crop, for example, could not
survive without it. And many'
a region's water supply
''-ienuld never get recharged if
it
er-Sowed,
logist, or water
The
snow by and
scientist,
In the
large as a re
course' of time, it elts to
ter,
become water. And
in nondestructive amounts,-ik
the basis of life.
So the hydrologists of 'the
U.S. Geological Survey, deeply concerned about water supplies, irivite you to look at
-through the e,ea.

water content as 1$

,r more inches of the dry
3nd powdery kind. An inch of
cry wet snow over an acre
inight yield more than 5,300
zallons of water, whereas an
inch of the fluffy dry kind
lioeld amount to only about
ilo) gallons.
IfYDROLOGISTS have
, .,i-ical formulas which
.He them to make fairly
...rate estimates of

nuenacthe

amount 4 IllwaappArt utit
meter contamed Se snow.
La easier, do-II-jourself,
method O to panan opened
can *ma thrush -the snow
And fetrime It with the
sarnpie intact. When the
sample nveiift, compare the
water depth with the depth
of the sampled snow, and you
have your answer.
This won't make you a
graduate hydrologist. But it

Priorities for Progress
to Help J4erct Birth Defectl

may give you a rough idea—
allowing for moisture lost through evaporation — of.
how great a blessing nature
bestows when it clobbers us
with snow.

•* *
ie
_
were
discovered
Diamonds
near Murfreesboro, Aik., In'—
1906,

3-thet of
Sigmas

1.whisters

MIMIC"!

4-Paper measure
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2a-Ploral ending
32-Bay window
210 4Monott .
34-Festive
31.A5ridarasst
36-Fiber plant
33-Warbled
body
30-Heawinly
36-A second
mutt sake
.39-Choice pad
42-Iran's nickname
43.fient
45-3No bottom
46-Chart
411.Hindu prraents
Satonismorate

FOLLOW A DOCTOR'S ADVICE
ABOUT NUTRMON,MEDICINE,
REST AND EXERCISE,

VIccines
PREVENTIVE STEP
NEW
TO HALT RUBELLA.
(GERMAN MEASLES)
A MAJOR CAUSE OF

BIRTH DEFECTS.

fenelic
&wading
SCIENTIFIC TECHNIQUES CAN
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Beef production in. the
United States has more than
doubled since 1946.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

ink _

The sparrow limb is the
smallest of the North American
falcons.

IT'S FUN for siedders and
skiers, bell for walkers and
drivers, and a nightmare foe
the 'marooned,. or soon to be
flooded of all species.
But in the long run it's
wonderful for the land and for
the living creatures, plant
‘r animal or 'human, that
oust have wnter to live.

Cake
Thenidal
PROTECTS MOTHER AND CHILD,

HOW MUCH water do we get
in the form of snow?
"AI 111C11101_31/179r_1stlinif"
evenly on one acre- of
ground," says the survey,
"is equivalent to 2,700 gallons
of water.''
But that is based on the
rule-of-thumb that 10 inches
of snow equals one inch ofWater. Its accuracy depends
on whether the snow is heavy
and wet or dry and powdery.
Four to five inches of
heavy, wet snow may have as

Y
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PREVENT BIRTH DEF CTS

1-Good-natured
ridicule
2•Teutohic deity
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Peanuts®
TET Wag seems to be amaze time for this U.S. soldier near Con Thien, just below the
Bop sides set cease-fires for the Tet lunar New Year. This is the 15th cease-fire in
South Vietnam and they never did take very well

TV 'CAMEOS: Jaws Farentino

An Actor Admits the Play's the Thing
NOW FOR THE
HUMOROUS SIDE
OF THE NEWS

(Ix

(10)

Thom WIN a sharp timeliness to this scone Nam 'Tito Said °hips." Jim Fontaine (NM Flared
aa artionomy wits dasatiod Ekhocti Cooto, a deposed Mafjg_ loador. Tarantino is in just six
a lite "Sold 0nos" sogmonts this mason and the comparative idimwss doesn't sit well with him.
were created well by the writer were part of the curriculum, enBy MR HEIMEE
14 Natalie,' the one I did abled me to catch up on a lot
BY DILIGENT pruning look- —e
ing under atones and prying with Patty Duke, and the Ross of that culture I missed when
I quit school," Jim says. "It
apart the woodwork, the pro- Hunter picture. 'The Pad.'"
A busy performer ever since broadened my thinking habits.
ducers of NBC's "The Bold
Ones" have come up with some he borrowed $1,500 five years There were 300 students at the
pretty good scripts, to Jim Far- ago from his agent and went to Academy when I was there and
entities way of thinking—bat Hollywood, the Brooklyn-born. at the end of a year there were
and I was one of
he feels it's almost a miracle Jim has had a comparatively only 60 "eft
that" Hi
Script writers, Farentino thinks, idle year this season, profes- them. I was proucIof
sionally, and he doesn't care for first stage break Came in 1961,
are out of practice.
a Mexican beach'
"By that. I mean they don't it. "Of the 'Bold Ones' shows, when he was
Night of the Iguseem to know what real human we only do about eight involv- boy in "The
I ana" with Margaret Leightor
beings are like any more." he ing the lawyers, one of whom
Bette Davis, and before he
says, shaking his dark curly play," he says, "and I'm only and
went into "The Bold Ones," he
hair. -They've been doing gim- in six of those eight.
"So I've had a kind of lazy guested on "Ben Casey," "Route
micky shows and situation comand many other shows.
edies and. plays in which the year in one way. In another, it 68"
baby
• • •
people are kind of cardboard was frantic. My wife had a
a boy named
for so long that they're some in July our first,
"THERE'S no comparison, doDavid and that kept me hopmiles removed from reality."
• • s
ping" Farentino's wife is Mi- ing movies and TV," he declares
flatly. "They're done much dif:with Burl chele Lee. to whom he was marTHE 90-STAR
and with whom he ferently from each other, and I
Ives and Joe Campanella of the ried in 1966
like them both. The scenes usuHills.
new series, turned out at the lives in Beverly •
ally are done longer in'TV and
• •
Universal Studios, is one actor
I rather lean toward that. It's a
HE TI'RNED to acting when.
"- who admits the writer is just
little bit like doilig a full-scaleabout the most -important part stilt in his teens, fie decided ug role onstage, "rather than the
of the theater. "And I speak as suino ,try to pick out a life- bits and pieces of films."
He
a guy who left high school in 'work that interested him.
Far in the future. Farentino
had been studying architectural
his senior year ant neVer
ab- hopes' to turn to producing and
get much-culture" he adds with drafting "in which I had
but he directing, but meanwhile a good
solutely no interest"
a-'
role written by a good writer
When a part is well.wrItten, switched suddenly to the AmeriArts is all he's looking fur. Since he
however, he can spot It a block can MA01-fly of Dramatic
was Robert left Eirooklyn, incidentally off and, be.says, plunge into it a fellow student
the begin- age 16 he's never been back.
from
and,
s
Redford
-dozen
half
the
with relish. -Of
"Why should I go back'!" he
Farm' rang he was hooked,
ramenstier,Bspoklun.an'T.-trliffr
ri
Tly
re
w
tino says "on y
which That's enough for me."
plays,
ennd
books
those
;
roles
the
.
becAuse
my interest
Distributed by 'King Features Syndicate

NOW WHY WOULD SAM _
TREMBLAY TELL MY SECRETARY
T' BUY A COUPLE 0' ACRES
IN MY NAME.

MY GuESS i5 -MEN LIKE IREA481.,4Y
SPEND MONEY ONLY

(NOT YET,SENATOR.
0.K,HO4ER,7
FIRST WE MANEUVER
FIRST NE
HIM INTO A CORNER-CRAWLS -THEN
THEN HE
8W
CRAWL
GETS A FAT
LIP!

WHEN THEY'RE ASSURED
THE RETURN CAN BENEFIT
THEMSELVES HANDSOMELY!
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rk is the
American

POE SALE
REGISTERED German
AKC
Shepherd puppies, six weeks
F-8-C
old. Phone 436-6041.

Rev:Ffte
wow TM

TWO-PIECE early American living room suite. $75.00. Phone
7-10-NC
753-7435.

in the
sore than

;r

liscoverecT2'
Ark., in
.
'

NOTKE

ar.m. MATZ POR SALM

BELTONE factory fresh INSI‘
leg aid batteries Ice all Mae
hearing sada. Wallis Nil&
•
TIC

THREE-BEDROOM how; on
Corner 14th and Poplar. Has
wall-to-wall carpet, garage, den,
extra nice shady corner lot,
owner must sell before the 1st
of March. Any reasonable bid
will be considered.
INCOME PROPERTY: House located at 1622 Miller, now renting for $270. per month can
be bought for $15,250.
306 N. fith STREET a Duplex
Has 2 bedrooms, living room,
kitchen, bath with tub and shower on one side, 1 bedroom, living room, kitchen, bath with tub
and shower on other. Has gas
heat, 2-car garage. The smaller
side is now rented for $65.00
per month, $11,250.00 full price,
can be financed.
EXTRA NICE 2-bedroom brick
on large lot. Has central heat
and air-conditioning, carpet,
beautiful bath, lots of cabinets,
carport, $15,000.
3-BEDRA1M .brick on Catalina
Drive.
two baths, drapes,
range, carport with outside storage. Possession with deed, $19,
500.

YOU'RE INVITED TO OUR

I% INTEREST ON NEW
NOME LOANS
CAN YOU QUALIFY?'
YOU MAY, RIAD THRSII
RIIOUIRIUMINTS
R SIDEP4C11:
Must live in rural area, own
land in rural area, be employed in rural area or $200.00
as downpsyment for loan in
the city.
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IN AS FEW AS

CUSTOMER APPRECIATION OPEN HOUSE'

10 DAYS QN

MAY 13th
seem.
Art Lab&
-7Mr. C. G. Morehead

EMI

Flimeua

GRAPEFRUITDIET

le Appreciate Our Customers!!
Yes, Friday 13th, can

APPLICANT &
Must; (1) Be a citizen 18
years of age or
older.
(2) Not own an adequate home.
(3) Have good ere&
it and character
rating
(4) Have income to
pay living expense and scheduled
1 oa n payments
and other indebtDOSL
(5) Have income of
less than $8000 00 per year. (Larger income may
quality- if family
Is exceptionally
large.)
ItAmuile--ovensi--aa _inadequate
lastAiirinade to
bring it up to acceptable standards or family may sell it.
MOUS' RESTRICTIONS:
(1) Not exceed 1400
sq. ft finished
living space unless more than
five in family.
(2) Carpet may be
Installed on living room and hall
floors only.
(3) One bath only for
family of less
than five members.
(4) Not more than
three bedrooms
If family is not
more than five in
number.
(5) No central, airconditioning *
stem.
(6) No den, T. V., or
rumpus room but
may include extra space for shop
If needed for
earning living.
(7) No elaborate, luxurious, expensive,
doors, windows,
built in cabinets,
bars, paneling,
etc.
(8) House may not
cost more than
$16,000.00 (does
not include cost
of lot and water
system).
(9) House must be of
conventional d..

'A

he•

g Day for

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
(Special) - This is the revolutionary grapefruit diet that
everyone is. suddenly talking
about. Thousands of . copies
hove been passed front hand to
hand in factories, pfants ond
offices throughout the U.S.

you! 'There'll

be drawings for 5 hones of Valentine candy, free
favors and refreshments for everyone. You'll enjoy Valentina cookies and punch with or all
day, 9 en. until 6 p.oi. Don't miss it! Be

Because this diet really
works. We NI...ye tiritimenials is
porting on its success. If -yew
follow it exactly, you could lose
up to 10 lbs. in in few as 10'
days. Then you will start dropping weight on approximately
the 5th day and thereafter until
the 10th day: Then you will
rose every few days until you
get down to your proper
weight.

sure to bring your children after
school!

MURRAY BRANCH
NOPKINSYIU.E FEDERAL SAVINGS

RDAVFEBRUARY 7, 1970

Jerusalem the Great
•

•

•

The City of Both God and Man

220 VOLT electric heater. Used
just a few hours. Nice discount.
call 492_8792.
7-7-P
ESTABLISHED PIZZA S h o p.
Good location, nice business.
Selling due to other intrests.
Apply P. 0. Box 312, EvansF-11-C
ville, Indiana.
TWO BUNK Maple beds with
mattress and springs. Book-end
heed boards. Good condition.
F-9-C
Phone 753-4937.
Machine,
Cigarette
FAWN
Tom's candy machine, home
homer, 1314 cubic feet, International upright. Phone 753F4C
9001.
JOHN DEERE two-row corn
drill and spray. Practically new.
See Oscar McClain after 4:00
p. as. or call 435-5341. 1'4-P
AQUARIUM, 20 gallon long,
completely equipped, $45.00.
7-10-C
Phone 702-6291.

An alrelew of part of

the city of Jerusalem.

By STEVE LIBBY
Written Especially for Central Prcss and This Newspaper
REGISTERED female pointer
AS THE EASTER season approaches, more attention Is paid
bird dog; 1% years old; pure- during the jet age to those seeking out the holiest places in all
bred with papers; has field ex- 1.•the world. Of these, of course, none is more beloved by Christian,
Jew or Mohammedan than Jerusalem.
perience. Call Danny Crier 436- _!
A religious and spiritual center for 3,000 years, and a city for
1-13-P
=61.
1,000 years before that, Jerusalem was made capital of Israel in
THREE-ROOM furnished apart- 1,000 B.C. Solomon built his temple 'there-and from that day
ment with private bath and com- until the present, there has been no more sacred city in the uni-

LW 3-BEDROOM brick that plete kitchen for two or three verse.
'everything. Large *ntrance college boys. Near the UniverThe city was destroyed by Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon in
Best of ALI, there will be ,no
hall, extra large family room, sity (low rent). Phone 753-5921. 587 B.C., and it was restored 58 years later by Jews returning
hunger pangs. Revised and ene, dishwasher, disposal, 2
F-10-P from exile in Babylon. It was 304 E. Main Street
larged, this diet lets you eat
destroyed again in 70 A.D. by around a maze of alleys and
baths, central heat and air, caryour fill with formerly forbid-dm:Rigby/it double. tar..,.110.11S. APARTMENT. Room fat
5, suc as a
den
these walls are dozens of churl*i
toads - steak, roasts, chicken,
port, lots of closets, patio, con- three- boys. Available immed- mantled it, stone by stone. The es, synagogues and mosques
Two bitwke from ecolg.w
small garrison town they left
sea foods, bacon, sausage-,
POO RU
NOTICE
erien
te a
dri
at
ve to Street, posaession lately.480
mar.king.ascred _pjacett_ia
caAeUa
-3611--or 753441
. &
746c
development- or -the-three peat- . --M
TirseáiUh
is the sorne_. diet-used by fomous T.V. and movie stars wiI' EXTRA LARGE shady-lok only-.
bois.
The Arabs, who revered the religions of the world.
much success. The secret behind
3 blocks from University, could 1969 HONDA 350 Scrambler city as the site *here MohamPhone 71341180--ek _753-5108.
thit "quick weight loss" diet it.
make two smaller lots. Also 6 300 actual miles. See or call med rose to heaven and where
TIC
WITHIN the walls is the
simple. Fat does not form fat.
nice lots on Sherrie Lane. We Eric Harvey after five p. as., many masques were built, cap- Church of the Holy Sepulchre,
And the grapefruit juice in this
lots
in
most
ever
have
lots
of
For work, sports and lei- TWO-BEDROOM duplex apart7-7-C tured its heights in 838. saciedlo Christians ae the place
phone 753-7825.
diet acts as a catalyst (the
section of Murray. See us besure. In sine AA-EEEE, ments, central heat and air,
"nigger"), to start the fat burn
In 1099 the Crusaders cap- where the crucified Christ was
built-in range, ceramic tile bath,
400
BALES
Jan
hay,
70
cents
a
ing...process. Ytt fill yourself on
They
range
6to 16.Caller drop in and
you
'buy
a
lot.
fore
tured the city and made it the laid to rest, later to rise. The
the permitted food listed in the
carpet throughout Call or see
bale. 400 bales Timothy and capital of their domain, some- western wall, also in the Old
try on your size!
In price from $2650.00 up.
diet plan, and still lose unGene Steely, Southside Shopcents
bale.
Call
Clover
hay,
75
EXTRA NICE 3-bedroom house
times known as the Kingdom city, is believed to have been
sightly fat and excess body
ping Center, Murray, Kentucky,
F-10-NC of Jerusklem. A century later part of the Second Temple, and
on south 7th Street. This house 7534713.
fluids. A copy of' this startling
753-7850.
TIC
the Saracens took it from the is called the Wailing Wall.
auccesilul diet can be obtained
Is in excellent condition. Has
TWO ARC Registered Bassett
by sending $2 to
carpet, nice bath, large living Hounds, one female, one male. Crusaders and the Turks later There, according to legend, the.
ROOM for two boys private enroom, kitchen, dining area, util- Also will do baby sitting or took Jerusalem from the Sara- plaintive cries of Jews lamented
Citrus Diet Plan
trance, refrigerator. Cali 753ity, carport. Possession with ironing in my home. Phone 753- cens. In 1948 the part of Jeru- the destruction of their temple.
5211 W. Jefferson
7408 after 4 p. m., 107 North
salem in
the re-established
Another important location
deed.
L.A. Calif. 90016
17th Street.
TEC
8414, or 436-2458.
F-10-C state of Israel was once again is the Dome of the -Rock on the
INTERESTED in a cheaper Dumade the nation's capital.
Temple Mount, where a beautiMoney bock guarantee if
plex then you need to look at REDUCE your medical bills.
Opeo-Fri. till I p. eh
• • •
TWO-BEDROOM trailer with
ful building commemorates the'
after trying the diet you hove
Street.
Has
the
one
on
Pine
save
Prove
to
yourself
you
can
Murray, Ky.
nu
carpeting and washing machine.
not lost weight to your sans
TODAY, Jerusalem attracts ascension of Mohammed. And
large hall. With large living money on all Doctors prescrip- thousands of pilgrims each year. within these walls is the Via
foction, simply return the diet
Couples only. Phone 753-7930.
will
be
re
room,
kitchen
and
bedroom
on
plan
and
12
your
tions. We quote prices. No obit- They come to worship, to trod Dolorosa, a narrow street run74-C
funded promptly and without
each side, one large room up 'cation. Uncle Jeff's Discount ground where the men of the ning from the Church -rif the
Teat
out
this
mes.
argument.,
unfurnished
aTWO-BEDROOM
stairs celled, one unfinished for !Pharmacy. 'Open Sundays.
111111111VICill OFFERED
Bible once walked.
Holy Sepulchre ely4vAr4., to- is
sage as a reminder. Decide
partment and one-bedroom unless than $10,000.
F-10-C
There are two separate cities ward the Roman Judgment
now to regain the trim attroc
SAWS PILED, dent& beams furnished apartment. Phone
ON 7701t711 4th Street we have
one old, the other new. The Cid Hall. The street is marked by
live figure of yotir yo!ftt.
sod all mall app11es:4e repair- 733-5079.
14C
a house with lot extending thro- KELVINATt)R refrigerator, fre- City is set off from the new by the 14 stations of the Cross,
ezer,
ed. 1131 So. 116St., 711114011T.
coppertone,
Deluxe
model. a thick Turkish wall which t where Jesus halted on tis_ way
ugh
Silt Street. The 4th
F13-C NICE FURNISHED house for
Street house has 5-room house, 'Excellent condition. $100.00. traces roughly a square path I to Calvary.
Oneboys.
college
five
bur or
7-10-P
the 5th Street lot has old block Phone 753-9389.
YOUR home remodeling, fourth block from college. Call
building. Will sell together or USED FURNITURE; bedroom
addkions and repairs. Free esti- 753-5885 days or 753-5108 after
AUTOS MR SALE
separate..
elites, living room suites, ofmates. Ca/1 753412$ or
7-7-C
Why are baby's primary teem may require costly orthodontic
five p. es.
1965 GMC pick-up, Wit class CALL 753-1651 or come by and fice desk, roll a way bed, chairs,
7848.
Feb.-21-C
like passengers in a crowded correction. So teach little childTWO APARTMENTS for rent, condition. Call 753-7948 after see us at 505 Main St. We are rockers, chifferobes, metal and bus? Because they shift position
ren to prevent decay by brush7-7-7 always glad to talk Real Restate glass door safes, trunks, 220
close to college. Phone 753-6564. 7 p.
to fill an empty space. If a inrthe teeth ate eating with an
at
SEPTIC TANK TROUBLE. U
F4-C 1985 ECONOLINE Van, new moROBERTS REALTY.
electric heaters and gas heat- "baby tooth" has to be extractadvanced tootheeste.
you are experiencing difficulF-7-C ers. Carraway Furniture and
tor, only 9,000 miles. Good
ed due to decan_the teeth may
pritrailer
on
TWO-BEDROOM
ties with your septic tank call
Appliance,
105
North
3rd
Street
transmission,
new tires, good THREE CHOICE FARMS for
shift to fill the space. Thus,
today, your problems may be vate lot. So. 16th Ext. Call DonNight accidents resulted in
Phone 753-1502.
F-10-C there is not enough room tor
$800.00. Phone 7534509. sale in the Murray area:
solved by simply pumping out ald Crawford, 753-5384. F4-C body.
slightly more than half the
74-C
erupt
tooth
to
permanent
No
1.
the
331 ACRES between Put,
your tank. Call Steely & By- BUILDING for body or cleanhighway deaths in 1968.
In its proper place. Later this
NOTICE
num, Southside Shopping Cent- up shop. Air-compressor, nat- 1967 FORD pick-up, V-8 engine, year, Tennessee and the lake,
er, Murray, Kentucky, 753-7800. ural gas, excellent lighting and standard transmission, custom right on Highway 140. Good
TIC good location. Phone 753-3018. cab, two tone, green and white. improvements, nearly all open
Land, good 'loan available.
F4C One owner, new truck trade in, No. 2.
WILL DO ironing in the home.
160 ACRES on a good
$1495.00. Parker ',Ford. Inc.,
Phone 753-7384.
TWOSEDROOM trailer on pripri- corner of 7th and Main Street. blacktop highway, about 3 miles
F44.vate lot. Located on West Sy- Phone 753-5273.
7-7-C northeast of Tri-City. Belongs
(10) Mu▪ st not have do- I WILL do ironing in my home. camore St. Phone 753-5332.
to a man from Missouri and be
74C
uble carport or Phone 753-1439.
says sell.
F-94
garage.
1986 FORD pick-up, six cylinder No. 3. 220 ACRES near Burnett
Small
GENERAL Contracting and TWO-BEDROOM house, avail- engine, standard transmission, Chapel Church on both sides of
SITI REQUIREMeNTe:
hauling of animals, grain, hay, able now. Ample cabinet and locally owned. Very low mile- Highway 97 .One of the best
Spender
Where loan funds are in- also rubbish from your house, closet .*ace. Electric heat Ref- age. Mud and snow tires. White farms and well located.
volved in site purchase not yard, garage, etc. Call 753-8090. erences required. At 405 South with red interior, $1295.00. CALL MAJORS REAL ESTATE, CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN
more than one acre may be
7-111-P 10th Street. Phone 733-6240. Parker Ford, inc., corner of %Ingo, Ky., 376-2323,
7-74
10 Chestnut Murray, Ky.
F-7-P 7th and Main Street Phone 753purchased. State Health
Dept. requires minimum of WILL KEEP children in my
5273.
7-7-C
10,000 square feet if septic bane, especially bandy for TWO-BEDROOM trailer for couFOUR-BEDROOM green stained
tank installed-otherwise working mothers in Panorama ple only or one person. Apply 1967 CHEVROLET pick-up, long Atrium house. Central heat and
WANTED TO RENT
there are no set require- end Lakeway Shores area. Phone after 4:00 p. m. at Dill's Trailer wide bed, V-6 engine, standard air, carpeted, family room, two
Court. Located at Murray Drive- transmission, radio, dark blue baths, double garage, fireplace,
ments as to size of lot.
4364166.
•
WANTED:
furnished Kentucky
TIC finish, with light blue interior, large court yard. city school
In Theatre entrance.
FOR MORE INFORMATION
Lake cottage for April, May
$1495.00.
Parker
Ford,
Inc.,
TFC
753-7906.
CALL OR SEE GENE STEELY,rdistrict. Phone
and June. Lakefront preferred.
Corner of 7th and Main Street.
44.
NOTICE
SOUTESIDE SHOPPING CENTBY OWNER, three-bedroom Write or call Nat Snider, P. 0.
Phone
7533273.
7-74
ER, MURRAY, KENTUCKY
brick home. Large fasnily room, Box 765, Sikeston, Mo. Phone
YABLONSKI TESTIMONY ---Sillous Huddleston, 61, president
7-7-C aMsrae•AraF/Alear//4ff../././
753-7860.
-41F
-AF'ATAFAFir.diraWleeis 1966 FORD pick-up, V-8 engine two utility rooms. Mail and b 471-1814 or 471-0680.
7-13-P
of a United Mine Workers local in LaFOtlette. Tenn., leaves
standard transmission, long routes, on blacktop road, 4 mil
the fecieral grand jury in Cleveland which is hearing testiwide bed, two tone, red and S W. of Murray. For appoint WANTED: apartment or holm
mony in the triple murder of UMW leader Joseph Yablonski
and white. Snow and mud tires, meat contact Jerry Norsworthy unfurnished. Call 753-6816.
1070 CALENDAR Deek Stands
and his wife and daughter in Clarksville. Pa. Huddleston is
F44
-P
available
at
753-8507.
23,000 actual miles. One owner, 753-5013 or
and refills are now
father-In-law of one of three men accused in Cleveland.
213 Spruce Street
the Ledger & Times Office Sup$1395.00. Parker Ford, Inc.,
TFNC
ply stem.
Corner of 7th and Main Street.
Fourth House from TV Service Center, going east
Phone 753-5273.
7-7-C
FOR RENT, SALE OR TRADE
ELECTROLUX SALES & See:
1960 MOBILE HOME .101 x 48',
1957 CHEVROLET two-ton truck
vice, Boa MS, Murray, Ky., C. 4I7
-bedroom. Price reduced for
2
hoist,
in
with grain bed sod
II. Sanders Phone 382-3932
quick sale. Call 753-9772. 7-7-C
good condition. Phone 492-8651.
Linnville, Kentucky. Feb.-34C
F4-C
Tuesday thru Saturday
CARD OF THANKS
- ton
two
CHEVROLET
1963
SIGN UP now for guitar lesis no adequate way for
There
1:30
truck,
V-8
engine, four speed
3:10 sons at Leach's Music. Cost,
our gratitude to
express
us
to
transmission, two-speed rear
Hwy 641 North
$2.00 per week. Phone 753-7575
so many of you who have given
Saturday 11 -1:N
end.
Mud
and
snow
tires.
A
for further information. 744
us comfort and physical assistgood clean truck, $1095.00. Park-'
ance, during the passing of our
er Ford, Inc., Corner of 7th
dear mother.
Opportunity.
If
and
Main
Street.
Phone
753
ELECTRONICS
et 11:30 a.m.
You have done all that VMS
5273.
you have an interest in elmPhone 1534.41
possible and for your
humanly
Arch
Aga
and
Only
Mg
Appointment
tronics, but find opportunities
31-F6-F7
word,
prayer and deeds
every
1958
DODGE
tractor,enV4
are limited in your area, we
we shall always be grateful. '
gine, five speed transmissios,
have a position in a nearby
May God's richest blessings
two speed rear end. Full air
West Tennessee community. Rawith 5th wheel. Ideal to pull
MOW WAWIVO , be yours now and always.
dio and TV repair experience
The Family of
a La-boy. $595.00. Parker Ford,
or equivalent necessary. Paid
WANTED: Lady to do day time
Mrs. Om Stubblefield
Inc.,
Corner
of
7th
and
Main
company
vacation and other
1TP
Street. Phone 753-5273. 7-7-C baby sitting. Phone 762-4006 beFAH IN 26 MONTHS Cleveland's fifth chief of police in 26 For Appointment Call 753-3613
benefits available. If you have
tween.3:30 afla 5:00 p. us. P.7-s'
mcnths. and the fourth .appointed by Mayor Carl B Stokes
owned or worked in TV repair
1965 DODGE 4-ton pick-up.
i center. administering otith i. police • inspector Lewis W
shops and find you have reachWANTED:
man
or
woman
to
Slant 6 motor, white, short
Coffer !left I is sworn in as chief William 1' Klienburc
ed your maximum, but would
deliver
daily
Sunday
Courand
wheel base. First class co dltighti ecsigne,1 it. chief after eight day, in office aftcr hc
I htredilal beer tax was
still like to stay in electronics;
Lion. Reasonable price Bader ier-Journal in Murray area.
sof-proclaimed Manii-i,i;Tryi.r. id tatting°
Kinibro,
le, led in 1 S,2 to help finane
Bob
resume
to
Send
Bilbrey, phone 753-5617 or if- $76.00 per month plus liberal
car allowance. Write to P. O. the
Box 100, Nashville, Tennessee
Annies in the (it ii
Illf 1111.V t‘. 1,1 ott
,t
I Detroit abortion (Jinn while a .in'i7Tottia"By the Kentucky State Barbers Inspector
1.r.
-Fa: 73-37121nr----714C Roe`F-lu-C
•
3/202.
5tf,tit"- fOrtt••11"17410f..•/•1*Trttrig4
04'VIM/It"fr
. .4.*.rgrit"004
Murray:Atentueirt
•
"
.
tr.drAlr
F-12-C

'REDWING SHOES

RED
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TAIN'S
KITCHEN
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Opens Every
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Sermon Topics Gino Quotes From The News
.
c
Class..
.
HEARD
Cerami
.
&
.
SEEN
State Seale... No Injuries...
For Church of Christ

1
So
In
Cal;

By UNITED 111A811 INTERNATIONAL

(Continoed From Palm 1)
(Corienued From Page 1)
(Continued From Page 1)
(Continued From Palle 1)
(Continued From Page 1)
the need to purify
unwanted
these
token,
nolo for each student, he added.
the same
CHICAGO - President Nixon, emphasizing
as
ambitions but I shall vote for
anti-pollution program:
his
with
, would shift the "burden Boulevard. Ryan failed to see dogs should be taken care of
The ceramics class was off- Bro. Bill Three' will have
line
in
water
and
air
nation's
" the
the people of Kentucky.
difference what
of meet" for compensetion a- the Stewart car in time to stop well until they are disposed of ered during the fall semester, his sermon topic, "Dedication
"Unless we do it now, it won't make any
m. service at the
"I commend the committee wards in black lung cases from and hit the Chevrolet in the in some humane manner
a,
10:40
the
at
was
overthe
enrollment
and
Church of we do later."
substitute into your hands--It's the miner who is ailegecRy af- rear end and right side with
subscribed, according to She- Seventh sad -Poplar
your baby. If it cries, you're go- flicted to the coal operators.
—
the
Christ.
single
to
s
that
according
believe
not
side,
his left
We do
pard. He said those who were
Beirut' press
CAIRO - An Egyptian spokesman, denying a
ing to have to rock it," the mi- Other provisions wouid estab- police report. The Ryan car county official would mistreat
The :scripture reading frotu
unable to start the course in
is pressreg Arab
Nasser
Andel
WalCamel
by
be
will
a:1-7
President
nority leader added.
that
report
Proverbs
Usfor
creek,
animaL
lish a rehabilitory program
landed off the road in a
a dog or any other
the fall have been given priority
Barker, he compared some miners to find other gainful em- the police said.
ter Conner.
leaders either to fight Israel or resign:
ing this as a guideline, we think for the spring class
is absoDemocrats he aocueed of try- ployment if they can no longer
The six p. in. sermon topic
"We Egyptians are fighters until death stops us. It
Damage to the Stewart car It only ridiculous that the coing to make political hay out work in the mines; require all was on the rear end and rig t unty cannot maintain a decent All interested persons are en- will be "God's Faithfulness" lutely inconceivable that after all we have suffered and achieved
class
of the budget to the Roman coal operators to carry work- side, and to the Ryan car on dog pound which would draw couraged to attend the first
with the scripture reading from we would run away from battle now."
meeting.
Pontius Pilate, procurator of men's compensation insurance; the right and left side.
5:22.33 by Stafford
Ephesians
Jury.
Grand
the
the praise of
Authorized under the 1965 TitJudea, and judge at Christ's "coal workers pneumoconiosis,"
BirmingIf necessary, and apparently it le 1 act, the federal grant is Curd.
DA NANG. Vietnam - Marine Cpl. Leo Doubli of
trial.
The announcements will be
or black lung, would be spedCars involved in the collision is, the county can spend some designed to mg:port adult proescape from death when a grenarrow
his
recalling
Ala.,
ham,
song
the
and
Could Be Cuts
Thornton
hcally recognized as a compen- at 5:30 p.m. on Chestnut Streat money to build a fist rate dog grams of cultural enrichment, by Joe
directed by Jo nade exploded in an enlisted men's club:
He warned that the slashes sable disease, and the method
were a 1983 Ford custom driv- pound and have someone in The grand amount makes up two- service will be
highway
would mean cuts in
"When It hit. I was lifted off my feet and the next thing I
slab Darnall.
for dealing vrih awards of claims en by Richard Wayne Eldridge charge who will take care of
of the cost of the progrthirds
and road building, and that "not would be expedited.
I was lying on the ground outside."
just
remember
is
1988
a
This
and
One,
properly.
things
of Almo Route
the university provida dime of surplus funds" was
e
Another section would allow Volkswagen two door driven by one of the responsibilities of am, with
available for any emergencies lawyers who handle black lung
Mich. - High school Principal R. Barrie
under state law end ing the other one-Mind.
CHARLES.
ST.
county
the
of
Eldridge
Brenda Yarbrough
his
which might arise.
oases to be paid according to
should be attended to with- Shepard, who has exhibited
Fell, explaining why he fired a teacher when a girl student cornShady Oaks Trailer Court, Mur- it
The budget was introduced the service rendered.
work throughout the country,said
further dilly dallying.
out
that the teacher had kissed her:
ray.
by the House Majority Leader
the purpose of the class is one
"This is the greatest progress
on
is no immoral implication or intention . . . there
east
"There
going
Ford,
The
DRep. W. Terry McBrayer,
Health Center, County Jail of making participants "aware
that has been made in the
The
onto
turn
left
a
types of behavior that have to be considered insome
made
are
just
Greenup, who explained the re- Workmen's Compensation Act Chestnut,
and Court House continue to of the process of creating cerain
a
tolerable
school."
allocations, adding, "this budget since the original act was mode the Capri parking lot. The Volthe
of
Branch
the
mics."
Murray
The
receive good reports from
does not satisfy everyone. No more than a half century ago," kswagen was pulling out of the
Grand Jury. This is to the cre- He said the class will include American Association of United
budget .. ever has or ever will. Burke said in urging adoption. same perking lot going west
county and some- formation techniques, wheel-th- Women will meet at the home of
Chestnut end the drimer said dit of the
But he termed it, "the finest
The bill was named "the on
teem of which we can all be rowing, hand-building, casting, Mrs. Robert Mabry, 1516 Kirabudget ever submitted to the Francis M. Burke-Darvin Allen. she failed to see the Ford,
glazing, firing and kiln-building wood Drive, on Tuesday, Febrproud.
police report.
Kentucky General Assembly." Pearl Stroing•Charlea
Upton cording to the
techniques. Each participant will uary 10, at 7:30 p.m.
on
was
Fad
the
to
Damage
Russell Terhune and
Mrs.
Rep, William P. Curtin, in Coal Miner's Workmen's Com- the left side and to the Volks- Ws enjoyed watching a big pos- .• asked to pay a $15 fee for
Mrs. Charles Hinds will be in
Frankfort, chairman of the pensation and rehabilitation Act wagen on the left front and sum in the backyard Thursday fin-firing.
A graduate of Michigan State charge of the program on "Un- The Faxon Mothers Club met
joint Senate-House Appropria- of 1970" in honor of those law- side.
night. He was apparently out
worked
primarily
who
makers
with the B.A., M.A. derstanding the Interdependence On Wednesday, February 4, at
niversity
Committee,
Revenue
tions and
At six p.m. a one oar accident looking for something to ear
methe
it.
introduced
Allen
on
Shepard jot- Of Environmental and Human Va- 1:30 p.m. at school with the
degrees,
d
the
M.F.A.
of
some
brietly explained
toward the
and he waddled
occurred on Fifth Street.
vice-president, Mrs. Pauline BuState faculty in lues".
cuts and the reasons for them. asure in the House.
Glenda Calhoun Sholars of woods when we -paned the nark ned the Murray
- Sedalia
All members are urged to chanan, presiding.
1963.
He said the committee was The Senate also approved se Hardin Route One, driving a door.
many opporits
on
in
cashed
thi's
_
Stubblefield
Mrs. Janice
unable to justify the high costa yen other pieces of legislation: 1989 Ford two door hardtop
Other classes in the Murray attend.
throw line
free
the
at
tunities
of the Lincoln School, near SB 168- Allow retired pub- owned by Horrace Sholers, pull- Some people spell possum as tate adult art program for the
rd grade class gave the devotion.
tre- to defeat Calloway County's
and
minutes,
call,
a
411 ring
studio
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